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THE 1\llOl\tlENT OF CHOICE
Every historian must sooner or later ask himself the question which the
student asks: Is there any meaning in history? And, if for no other reason than
his own integrity, he must not only answer that question, but consider the
implications of his answer. In considering these implications, he must take
careful note of the fact that the life of each individual is a part of history itself.
It is a small part, of course, but for each individual, and therefore for history,
an extremely important part. Interpreted in this manner, history is seen as an
extension of the lives of individuals.
Now, if there is no meaning in history- if it is, as T olstoi said, a tissue of
disconnected accidents, the individual's life is also meaningless. In this senseless existence, each person would, of course, have a perfectly free will. He
might choose this or that, but it wouldn't matter. Although his freedom of
choice would be complete, neither the freedom nor the choice itself would
have any true meaning.
If, on the other hand, history has a meaning, a different aspect of the same
problem arises. As the life of each individual is a part of history, we would
then find it to be contained in the pattern of meaning, 'yhatever that pattern
might be. In this determined existence, the life of each individual would also
seem to be determined, and that life would derive meaning only from the
pattern. Although many will find this a more satisfactory solution, I find it
to be almost as unacceptable as the first alternative.
I think that the way out of this rather confusing dilemma may be found in
the concept of time. History is a rather peculiar thing in this respect because,
of course, all historical action takes place against the background of continuing change, the forward movement from the past to the future. In history,
as in the life of the it;dividual, there is only change. If this is true, a meaningful history must be one that transcends time, and further, a meaningful life
is one that can transcend its own existence and in so doing find meaning outside of itself.
For the individual, or for the society, there is a point in time when this can
be done. Reinhold Niebuhr has pointed out that what history is for the race,
memory is for the individual, and further, that memory has a "twin brother,"
a much weaker brother-foresight. But between memory and foresight, between the past and the future, there is a moment of freedom, a moment of
choice, a moment of commitment in which history itself, and the iife of an
individual has meaning. That moment of commitment is now.
The evils of the past are our heritage and so are its goods. vVe can not avoid
that heritage, and to that extent we are not in any sense free. But at one point
in history-now-we are free to continue the intolerance of the past-and
equally free to reject it. At this same point in history we are free to destroy
the gains that have been made in the past and equally free to preserve them.
That point in history is now.

EusHA OscAR CRoSBY

LINCOLN'S
CARIBBEAN COLONIZATION PLAN
By

vVALTER

A. PAYNE'::,

I NTRODUCTION

When Abraham Lincoln approached the day of his inauguration as president
of a fatefully divided nation, the ultimate destiny of the American Negro
hung in the balance of history. The Negro, either as a free man, or one who
potentially might be freed by political action, had long been an essential
member of the cast playing out the drama of human servitude in the United
States. As the historical events of I 86 I gradually widened the gulf between
North and South, the question of the ultimate disposition of theN egro came
to draw the adjacent Caribbean states into the stream of North American
history. Inter-American relations temporarily enjoyed an important place
in hemispheric dealings, but the general lack of knowledge by the United
States toward Latin American countries and cultures played havoc with lVIr.
Lincoln's diplomacy during the uncertain and difficult Civil War years.
Events taking place in the Central American region of the Caribbean area
will be treated here, 1 particularly certain developments seen from the viewpoint of a number of important Guatemalan officials whose ideas and correspondence shed light on aspects of Negro colonization not previously
investigated in the many useful articles on the subject.2
86 I
The background of the movement to send the free Negro from United
States territory and colonize him abroad goes back to the initiation of the
Republic. lVIany Americans felt that sooner or later emancipation was to
come, but they doubted the Negro would find social acceptance or cultural
and biological assimilation. Equality of races was held to be a most unlikely
aspiration, so they adopted a dualistic viewpoint toward the Negro question:
emancipation was desirable; deportation, or, in other words, colonization,
was inevitable. Abolitionist and Negro alike tended to oppose this view and
the pragmatic solution it entailed, but Abraham Lincoln had come to accept
the idea as early as I 852. In the decade that followed, Central and South
America began to be considered as suitable lands for such projects.
Explicit in the idea were two factors: first, it required the consent of the
Negro to emigrate, and, second, it stipulated the official responsibility of the
government for the personal and political rights of such a colony. Of obvious
importance, but overlooked in the main, were other considerations such as
the sovereignty of Latin American states, and the novel idea of sustaining in
any degree separate colonies of former American peoples. Certainly the culTHE NEGRO CoLONIZATION MovEMENT PRIOR TO I
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tural and diplomatic settings in the various adjacent republics would bear
importance in any successful development of any official plan that might
arise in Washington.
CENTRAL AMERICAN RELATIONS PRIOR TO I

86 I

A certain futility of relations between the United States and the Isthmian
region was the mark of the prewar years, and for the most part the role of
this country was an inferior and an adverse one. Britain held the greater
diplomatic and military advantage there, although Britain tended to use her
power to further her interest in trade, in maintaining certain protectorates
like British Honduras and the Bay and the Mosquito Islands, and in mutual
control of an interoceanic canal that might cross the area. By I 8 57, Lord
Clarendon could say that beyond certain basic commitments there, his country would not accept such a "damnosa possessio" as Central America if it
were to be offered as a gift to England.
Expansionist sentiment in the United States was high in that same decade,
but it merely served to alarm Caribbean peoples without serving any positive
purpose in inter-American relations. Fortunately, congressional voices and
those of other aggressive interests were amply offset by presidential administrations. Taylor and Fillmore opposed expansion and Pierce and Buchanan
favored only peaceable expansion, but the filibuster incursions under William
Walker from I 855 to I 86o were widely interpreted as representative of
American tendencies in the region.
Small wonder that the prospect of a new administration under Lincoln and
Secretary of State \i\Tilliam H. Seward offered hope to Latin Americans in
I 86 I. Lincoln was known to link territorial expansion with the slavery question and to oppose the former if it were to favor the continuance of the slave
system. Seward, encharged with foreign affairs, wa~ of a generally similar
outlook: no expansion through warfare, no extension of slavery, and foreign
lands must want and accept American expansion. Like Lincoln, he believed
adjacent republics would want American expansion if it brought material
improvements. Neither Lincoln nor Seward rejected the extension overseas
of free Negroes, and both left open in their thinking a place for American
expansion of a peaceful, non-slavery nature.
However, any effective dealings with the Caribbean republics would devolve upon American diplomatic agents and upon the actual conditions faced
by those men. Here, the picture was one of futility and of circumstances that
gave little hope of diplomatic success. It is a matter of record that our diplomatic corps had been mainly ineffective prior to I 86 I. In the economic
sector, American commerce and navigation were equally unimportant-all
of Central America in the decade from I 8 so to I 86o produced less than a
thousandth of United States' annual imports and bought even less of our
exports. Central American commercial ties were simply not important to us.
Also, the socio-economic system there was not promising to colonization
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plans. For example, the production of dyestuffs like cochineal and indigo,
and small plantings of sugar, cacao, and coffee all utilized simple machinery,
very limited capital investment, and indolent Indian or mestizo workers.
Cotton was not cultivated commercially. Furthermore, human settlement
was in the cool or cold central highlands of the Isthmus, not on the hot, tropical coasts of the Caribbean Sea or the Pacific Coast. One must ask here:
where are the conditions which would justify the presence of the American
Negro?
True, Central American states had sought Utopian-like colonies for their
hot, lowland regions over the years since I 824, but none of these had been
able to conquer new opportunities there in the face of adverse climate, insect
life, and fevers fatal to colonists. At most, in this way Central America advertised her desire for the importation of human resources- but, it was
plainly stipulated that they were to be mainly white Europeans, skilled artisans and agriculturalists, and preferably Catholics of Hispanic or Latin culnue. Conspicuously absent were the African and Asiatic races, and Negro
slavery had been banned in all of Central America as early as I 824. While
there remained a chance that free colored labor might well suit the uninhabited lowland areas, such human settlement would be quite a novel cultural
development; good sense would seem rather to point up the fact that the
existing weight of culture was Hispanic, Caucasian, Catholic, and highlat1d,
all superimposed upon an inert Indian population. Surely only the introduction of new forces in Central America could be expected to produce the
foundation for the colonization of American Negroes in that area.
NEGRO CoLONIZATION IN THE CARIBB EAN , I 86 I -6 2

\iVithin this general setting, the Lincoln administration apparently formulated a Negro colonization plan which came to have two phases. At first,
Lincoln and certain members of his government hoped to avert the outbreak
of war by the political maneuver of removing the Negroes, or initiating their
removal, as a crucial domestic irritant between proslavery and antislavery
forces. After war began, this general plan continued to be explored as a
means to ease social tensions which would arise out of the anticipated emancipation of the Negro and a Union victory that would guarantee their
freedom.
The first phase of the plan was initiated in the appointment on JVlarch 2 2,
I 86 I, of Elisha Oscar Crosby as Minister Resident to Guatemala. Writing
his memoirs in I 87 8, 3 Crosby recalled his part in the general plans for Negro
colonization in neighboring lands convenient to Southern ports from which
freed Negroes might mainly depart. He recalled "secret" instructions from
Lincoln to seek a place for such colonists in tropical America, and he agreed
with Lincoln's doubt that any solution other than emigration would do.
Looking upon the "vast tracts of country in Central America that are now
comparatively lying waste," he saw there ample opportunity for both self-
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improvement for the Negro and development for the Isthmian states. Here
was a way that slaveholders could be compensated for their property, the
Negro could be removed, and unused land could be developed. At the time
the memoirs were written, Crosby still felt that conflict could thus have been
avoided.
Before Crosby reached his post on May I2, I 86 I, the first phase of Lincoln's plan was no longer possible because the southern attack on Fort
Sumter initiated the war he had hoped to avert. That was April I2, I 861.
However, Crosby continued to explore the possibilities for Negro colonization in accord with his "secret" instructions, even though he was forced to
report that President Rafael Carrera of Guatemala, as well as the president
of Honduras, opposed the idea from the beginning. Crosby added that most
of their ministers did likewise, and that Guatemalans suggested to him that
If the United States want to colonize the free blacks on territory by themselves, why
don't [sic] they appropriate some of their own sparsely populated territory to this
purpose and keep them themselves? -A question which I confess I found very difficult
to answer .... (A1emoiTS, p. 90)

The real fears expressed by Carrera were that the Negro would be one
more race difficult to assimilate in addition to his Indian peoples. Any large
influx of Southern Negroes-nearly four million at that time-might engulf
his tiny state which numbered only a third of that slave population. As it
developed, this same argument vvas raised by other Central Americans whose
combined population was only about 2.8 million, hardly a happy prospect
for their Hispanic culture should colonization of great numbers of American
Negroes be thrust upon them .
In July, 186 r, Crosby saw fit to report to Seward that
... the President of this Republic with several other gentlemen occupying high positions in the Government and Country of Guatemala have unofficially stated their desire
to have free citizens and intelligent free negroes, emigrate to this Republic for purposes
of settling the vacant lands and engaging in the cultivation of cotton, coffee, sugar, rice,
and other kinds of production of the soil. They propose to make grants of land in
proper quantities free to actual settlers in full title, and giving them the same rights and
privileges as their own citizens. (Chapman, op. cit., pp. 276-277)

Here are new conditions and terms likely to impress the Lincoln administration; this is what he sought.
Interestingly enough, on the same day, the editor of the official gazette of
Guatemala wrote a letter confirming Crosby's general statement but showing that Crosby was in part the author of the idea, too. '1 As an advisor to
Carrera and a member of the Guatemalan foreign office, this official was in a
reliable position to report as he did to the Costa Rican minister in Washington. He wrote that
The present United States' minister here, a good fellow and one who lived in the
country for a year as a private citizen, is very devoted to backing some agricultural
businesses. He is well-to-do and he is going to settle here, constructing houses. Already
he has advised many planters to have some families of free Negroes come from that
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country, and some requests have already been made. I am tempted too for [my farm]
Quezada, [so] give me your opinion. (Milia to Molina, op. cit., July 21, r86r)

This is an important statement for it shows both that local interest in Negro
workers did exist in fact and that Crosby was correct in encouraging Washington in the general plan for colonization.
It is clear from diplomatic correspondence that no other American diplomat was reporting on Latin American reaction to the scheme at that time. In
fact, the plan did not become public record until Lincoln's annual message
to Congress in December, I86I, after which other American diplomats and
Caribbean states knew of it from press statements and official publications.
However, Seward did not formally involve others than Crosby until nearly
the middle of I 862. In the absence of further information, this leaves Crosby
as a key element in his government's thinking toward this project.
The Guatemalan editor, Jose Milla, continued to exchange letters with
Luis Molina, the Costa Rican minister in \iV ashington who was a relative and
a former Guatemalan in exile from his homeland. Their letters reveal that
in many respects Crosby was fully warranted in claiming that Negro colonization was a real possibility but in no way do they support Crosby's statement
on the potential for egalitarian status for an immigrant Negro. The Guatemalans thought of the Negro rather as a possible solution to a new economic
circumstance thrust upon their Central American states from I 86o to I 862,
a period in which the freed Negro might find he had a useful economic function to perform in Central America.
In Guatemala, the traditionally strongest cash crop, the dyestuff cochineal,
was in serious decline in the I 8 5o's and the country suffered economic depression and near panic from .Tt-ine, I 86 I, through October, I 86 2. President
Carrera's annual message to the Chamber of Representatives in December
mentioned the precarious dependence upon a one-crop economy and lent
official support to the search for alternate crops. Coffee production seemed
a likely substitute for it commanded market prices far higher than cochineal
or even sugar. Since Costa Rica \vas rapidly rising as a coffee producer, this
seemed one alternative to Milla and Molina. In addition, cotton prices rose
on the world market in I 86 I with the decline of the Southern crop at the
outbreak of war, and Guatemala turned briefly, and disastrously, to cotton
planting, too. Attention was also turned to increased sugar planting and to
gutta perdu, or India rubber, and the feasibility was discussed of bringing
Chinese coolies or Canary Islanders to bolster the labor force because the
Indians and mestizos worked mainly at the cool or cold altitudes, not in the
lower plantation crop areas where coffee, sugar, cotton, or India rubber
thrived.
iVlolina, vvho later declared his official indignation to Seward over the
American plan to ship its "plague" of freed Negroes to Central America,
even wrote Milla in September, I 86 I, that
I do not see any inconvenience in favoring the small-scale importation of free persons
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of color; even though up till now [the country] has not reached the point where it
could develop cotton or sugar cane production which are to be desired .... (Molina to
Milia, ibid., Sept. zo, I 86 I)
Also, in his own Costa Rica, since I 855, there had been a plan to mine coal

and build a railroad in the Chiriqui region disputed ·with Panama, and Negro
agricultural labor might well have fitted into that project too. Here was
another reason why the colonization plan remained operative, and Lincoln
was correct in discussing it as a valid project in his I 86 I message to Congress.
With that message, however, the idea •vas out in the public arena, and
events began moving toward a climax as emancipation began. Congress freed
the slaves of the District of Columbia in April, I 862, and those in Union hands
in July; with emancipation, legislation was passed providing funds for their
possible colonization abroad. Pressures for a decision by the Lincoln government mounted, and Seward began to treat tl1e colonization scheme with his
diplomatic agents. Crosby formally suggested that the United States make
a concrete proposal to Guatemala for settlement on a northern coastal area,
and Costa Rica through Luis Molina expressed a willingness to consider such
a colony too. This took place in May, the same month in which Seward instructed all his Central American agents to sound out their respective governments with regard to making formal arrangements for colonization. For his
part, Lincoln began publicly to discuss the plan in July, and by the end of
that month had only received negative reaction from the two relatively
uninvolved states of El Salvador and Honduras.
On August I4, Lincoln invited a group of Negro leaders to the White
House to hear his views of their plight and of his own political and social
dilemma. 5 Speaking of the $6oo,ooo that had been appropriated to facilitate
Negro colonization, he stated his long-standing inclination to that plan despite his belief that it was "the greatest wrong inflicted on any people." He
told them he hoped they would accept emigration, and the newspapers
quoted him as stating "he would endeavor to have them made equals, and
that he had the best assurance that they would be as good as the best in Central
America." That remark crystallized Central American opposition as no previous factor had, and on August 26 the minister for Guatemala and El Salvador, Antonio Jose de Irisarri, protested from Brooklyn that the plan was
impossible. From that day until September 19 when Molina finally protested
for Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and Honduras, formal refusals came to Seward
from each Isthmian state and each American diplomat attached to those
states. The Negro was not to be sent to the Caribbean as a political or social
equal; and, pesides, no new conditions had grown up to prepare a place for
such persons in Central America.
CoNCLUSION

William Seward was encharged with the diplomatic well-being of the
Union, and he feared that the repercussions to the plan posed a threat to Latin
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American diplomacy in general, a threat that might upset them and draw
Western Europe into a position harmful to the United States in Latin America. Perhaps England and France could .come to a position from which to
recognize the Confederacy to the great detriment of the Union. Seward
desired to avoid that at all costs.
So, on January r, r863, Lincoln issued the Final Proclamation of Emancipation freeing the slaves within the areas then in rebellion against the Union.
He did so ·w ithout benefit of any so-called "safety valve" he might have
hoped to create by locating the Negro in the adjacent tropical lands of the
Caribbean Sea basin. It had been an interesting diplomatic and political
exercise by Lincoln, and it temporarily seemed to be a possibility within the
shifting circumstances of Central American economic conditions in r 86 r
and r862.
Essentially, it was a humanitarian plan on Lincoln's part, and it followed
consistently his general policy toward maintaining the Union as a primary
political objective and serving the Negro as Lincoln felt was most wise under
the circumstances of North American society. In the last analysis, Lincoln
displayed a surprising lack of sensitivity for the Central American viewpoint,
perhaps based in part upon some basic misunderstanding gained from such
sources as Elisha 0. Crosby. This was the story, then, of a concept which
never became a reality-a concept born of human servitude, nourished in
race conflict, planned as an alternative to fratricide (but still a desperate,
selfish, and unjust idea), sown on alien, inhospitable soil, and robbed of
fruition by the tyranny of the historical moment and the cultural setting of
the Caribbean area.

NOTES
This is a resume of a paper presented at the Sixteenth Annual Institute of the
California History Foundation, held at the University of the Pacific, March 30, 1963.
2. Articles: Warren A. Beck, "Lincoln and Negro Colonization in Central America," The AbTaham Lincoln QuaTteTly, VI (Sept., 1950), 162-183; Mary P. Chapman,
"The Mission of Elisha 0. Crosby to Guatemala, 1861-1864,'' Pacific HistoTical Revie'U.:,
XXIV (Aug., 1955), 275-286; N. Andrew N. Cleven, "Some Plans for Colonizing Liberated Negro Slaves in Hispanic America," The JouTnal of NegTo History, XI (Jan.
1926), 35-49; Nathan L. Ferris, "The Relations of the United States with South America
During the American Civil vVar," Hispanic AmeTican Historical Review, XXI (Feb.,
1941 ), 51-78; Joseph B. Lockey, "Diplomatic Futility," Hispanic American Historical
Review, X (Aug., 1930), 265-294; Louis R. Mehlinger, "The Attitude of the Free Negro
Toward African Colonization," The Joumal of N egTo History, I (July , 1916), 276-301;
Jose Rodriguez Cerna, "Irisarri y Ia Guerra de Secesi6n Americana," in lnte?'ioTes
(Semblanzas y Paisajes) (Guatemala, 1942 ), pp. 89-108; Charles H. vVesley, "Lincoln's
Plan for Colonizing the Emancipated Negroes," The Jou?'nal of Negro HistoTy, IV
(Jan., 1919), 7-21; A. Curtis Wilgus, "Official Expression of iVIanifest Destiny Sentiment Concerning Hispanic America, 1848-1871," The Louisiana Historical Qua?'terly,
XV (July, 1932), 486-506.
1.
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3· A basic statement for this topic is that of Elisha Oscar Crosby, Memoirs of Elisba
Oscar Crosby. Reminiscences of California and Guatemala fro m 18 49 to 1864, ed. by
Charles A. Barker (San Marino, Calif., 1945).
4· Archival sources from Guatemala used here are the following: Archivo General
del Gobierno, Legaci6n de Guatemala en los Estados Unidos, 1863-1865; and, Museo
Nacional de Historia y Bellas Artes, fifty-three unpublished letters exchanged by Jose
Milia, Subsecretary General of Foreign Relations, and Luis Molina, Minister of Costa
Rica, Nicaragua, and Honduras in Washington, 1859-1863. Quotations in this article are
the translations of the author from the Spanish.
5· See the accounts of this period in Benjamin Quarles, Th e Ne gro in th e Civil J.Var
(Boston, 1953). See also an interesting book by vVilliam J. Wolf, The Almost Chosen
People. A Study of th e R eligion of Abraham Lincoln (New York, 1959).

CONTElVIPORARY BIOGRAPHY
L. BURR BELDEN

By ARDA M. HAF.NSZEL
No ivory-tower pedagogue, L. Burr Belden of San Bernardino has acquired
his store of knowledge about the past of California and the Southwest not
only through library research, but also through wide acquaintance with
principal actors in the historical drama and their descendants. His field of
local history is not a limitation, but a specialization after long and careful
study of the larger area encompassing it.
A graduate in history at the University of Redlands and student at other
universities and libraries, he has served for 42 years in various editorial capacities for the San Bernardino Sun, ·where he is now history and travel editor.
His prolific typewriter has produced a Sunday historical page in that paper
since April, I 9 5 I. He, himself, considers these articles his most important
contribution, and they contain a tremendous amount of primary information unobtainable elsewhere. Many are on file in Bancroft Library for the
use of students. Among other publications are Death Valley H eroine ( r 954),
Goodbye, Death Valley (1956), The liVade Story (I957), and, with Ardis
\iValker, Searles Lake Borax, as well as numerous articles in Desert and liVestways, and pamphlets for commercial firms.
For I 2 years 1\llr. Belden was a member and president of the San Bernardino City Library Board of Directors, being chosen one year as Outstanding
Trustee by the California Library Association. He was also the subject of a
commendatory resolution by the California Senate for his historical writing.
He is a founder and officer of the San Bernardino County Historical Society,
and San Bernardino County Museum Association. Articles he has contributed to the museum Quarterly include "Amasa Lyman, First Mayor of San
Bernardino," "Holcpmb Valley Gold Discovery," "San Bernardino Asistencia," and "Agua Mansa." Past president of the Conference of California
Historical Societies and of the D eath Valley 49ers, he is also a member of
that group of historical funsters, E Clam pus Vitus. At present he is an active
member of the Board of Sponsors of the California History Foundation, and
a Director of the Jedediah Smith Society. Mr. Belden can be justly proud
of the inclusion of Goodby e, Death Valley in bibliographer E . I. E dwards'

Desert Harvest.
Though not directly descended from either Josiah Belden, the first mayor
of San Jose, or \ iVilliam Belden, for whom the California town was named,
his family, however, represents a parallel branch. The son of a Baptist clergyman, as a child and youth he lived in various parts of the state, including
Bakersfield and San Diego. Enlisting in the Marines, he savv service in World
vVar I, after which he became active in American Legion activities in San
Bernardino. Beside his lifelong interest in history, his hobby is raising roses
and camellias.
(Continued on page 93 )
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SPONSORS ASSUME
A NEW RELATIONSHIP
In keeping with new opporninities which face most historical societies, the
Sponsors of the California History Foundation voted unanimously on March
29, r963, to assume an annual membership fee. However, this yearly contribution will include a subscription to the PACIFIC HisTORIAN, official publication of the Foundation.
For r 6 years the opportunity to become sponsors has been extended
through personal invitations from the President of the University of the
Pacific. The same procedure will be followed in the future. It is anticipated
that affiliation with the California History Foundation will continue to be a
pleasurable and rewarding experience.
Each year a number of our good friends send extra contributions to aid
the work of the Foundation. (Incidentally, these payments are eligible for
income tax deductions.) They have greatly improved and enlarged the
Library of vV estern Americana, aided in the proper memoralization of significant landmarks, the publication and improvement of the PAciFIC HisTORIAN, the initiation of more valuable experiences in the Pacific Tours,
assisted in the publication costs of historical research material, et cetera. The
following schedule will afford us an official way to acknowledge these special gratuities:
Annual Sponsor, including a subscription to the PACIFIC HISTORIAN .... ....... $ 5.oo
Sustaining Sponsor, including the PACIFIC HISTORIAN .. ... ...... . . . . .. .... . .. $ 2 5.oo
Contributing Sponsor, including the PAciFIC HISTORIAN .... . . . ... . .. ... . . . .. $ 5o.oo
Patron Sponsor, including the PACIFIC HisTORIAN .. . ..... . . . . . ....... . .. . ... $ roo.oo
N.B. By action of the Sponsors, subscription to the PACIFIC HrsTORIAN will be increased to $4.oo on January 1, 1964-

THE JEDEDIAH SlVliTH SOCIETY
MEMBERS JOINING SINCE THE MARCH ROSTER
Mrs. 'Varren H. Atherton, Stockton
Irwin N. Brotherton, Modesto
Fredrick H. Busher, San Francisco
Haggin Memorial Gallery and Pioneer Museum, Stockton
J. R. Jordan, Stockton
Lyla G. Richardson, San Jose
Justi Rogers, Stockton

'

IN MEMORIAM
FRANK BisHOP PuTNAM
October 2 5, 1962
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THE R USHT.ON -NOR TON LETTERS
FROlvl THE GOLD FIELDS
Edited with Notes by DoN M.

CHASE

The following letters written from Lancha Plana and Sutter Creek, in Amador County, in I856 and I859, have been supplied by Mrs. Lettie Rushton
TvlcGie of Gridley, California, a descendant of the writers of the letters.
Publicity relative to the centennial of the Methodist Church in Sutter Creek
led Mrs. McGie to make the letters known to us. She and her family have
graciously consented to their publication, and supplied family information.
The spelling and punctuation of the originals have been retained. The
handwriting was remarkably good. The spirit of the letters reflect the heartbreak of separated families, the disappointed hopes of gold seekers, and the
fundamental goodness among many of the miners.
James H. Rushton to his wife, April IJ, I856
Dear Wife it is with pleasure that I write a few lines that I am well and
hope you and yours is the same I received two letters from you the last
male directed to Sutter1 we was no expecting them to come there and if
you had not directed one of them to Abram I should not got any of them
for some time when I read the one that Abram got I found there was
another one in the office I went and got that now I expect to get a letter
every male and I shal write every maile that I stay in Cal and that wont be a
~reat many
there will be only three bends 2 this one and the one I shal go
in I shal be at home the 4 of July if all is well. I should like to hear from you
every maile to know how you are a getting a lone
now do the best you can I want you to get smart and go and see Mr and
Mrs. Chesley 3 you will find nvo good people I think I have no lmews
to write Stephen'1 is not verry well he has got a lame back so he is not
able to do any hard work he wont go home this spring I should like if he
could but we cant get our buisness so we can go both of us and we have been
one whole year a trying to get reddy to go home this spring I would rather
under take to rig out 4 times to come to California than to get ready once to
go home one can get ready guide a nough to go home if he was a coming
back a gain but I cant come back now take good care of your selvs give
my respects to all so no more
yours James H. Rushton
(James H. Rushton to his little daughter Mary 5 . )
Apr I 3 I 8 56 Sutter Cal
Dear daughter Mary it is with pleasure that I take my pen in hand to
write a few lines to let you know that I have not forgotten you and that I
hold all my promises good. Where there is no one depending but my self.
I am happy to hear that you can read but little did I think when I left home
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that you could red before I got home again you must be a good girl I
know you have been you mus leis Seddy for me she was my Christian
lady Hellen Marr you must kiss Esther and Letty and I will kiss you when
I come home this is a shw way of getting a long I shall be at home the
fourth of July and then I can talk to you I must close for this time this
is from your father James H. Rushton
(S.C. Norton to his sister Sarah, wife of James Rushton.)
Lanchaplana Calafornia, June 1Ith 1859
Dearly beloved and respected sister
I ·write these few lines vvith a trembling hand a homesick heart and agitated
brain with tearful eyes. I am well but you will never know the sorrow distress and privations of your poor bi'others I want Abram to go home for
the fact is his health is about as poor as it was at home and I fear he is a short
lived brother and a good brother he is to you and me but I fear that lamed
side of his will kill him yet I received a letter from you this morning
James J White was over to the post office this morning and got five letters
for me four for Abram one from you four from my poor wife the first
line I have received for four months Abram got one from me written
before I went up in the woods I have written six letters to Uncle Wm 6
with five dollars in each making thirty dollars four to Mary with five in
each making $20.00 sixty $ in all to Mary making $8o.oo dollars in ten
months and we have an answer from only forty of it yet Abram Lambere & James all know I sent it Lambert sent three letters with five dollars
in each that he has not heard from where all the letters are the Lord only
knows 8 Mary 0 writes about going home I am sorry for that but I cannot
help myself her poor old father is poor and I know it I spend no money
and work hard every day the next mail I shall send $7 5.oo in check to you
for Mary I have had some pretty hard brushes lately driven to arms in
the night by a band of lVIexican robers 10 we retreated through the woods
to town where I mean to stay and camp alone no more the country is
inhabited by roving parties of Mexican robers who keep in the forrest and
mountains and live by plunder by night Abram has written to you almost
every mail for six months that I am knowing to he will send $2 5 to you
next mail
added to mine will make $wo.oo we are doing well now
James J \iVhite is in company with us in one of our claims so is Lambert
Littlefield old Jim and Stephen are well excuse poor writing for I have
had a bad toothache all day my love to Mary above all on earth the boys
next you & yours
also lastly my poor neighbors
yours till next mail
S. C. 11 Norton
(Abram Norton to his sister Mrs. Rushton,
in the same letter folder as the preceding.)
Dear Sister
I once more take my pen to assure you again that I have not forgotten you
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why do you need the assurance do you think I have become a heathen
living in a heathenish land I have written to you very often last summer
I did not write from July to Oct that is the longest I have written three to
you since February None of my friends are forgotten by me nor one tie of
frienship weakened by time or distance neither do I cease to think of them
and in my unworthy manner I often pray for them. I have been troubled
much this spring with a lame stomach but not so as to cease labor I think
it was in March I sent Jasper five dollars to buy grass seed I have been very
short of cash lately as I purchased a claim with a water wheel tom 1 2 and whole
aperatus for raising water and washing dirt and have not yet got fairly started
in it yet it supplies more water than we use which I sell to the neighboring
miners and it will before fall pay for itself besides supplying us if I can I
will send some money by next mail anyhow I shall spare all I can for Chase
to send he feels very bad that the money he has sent has not been received
at home I told him that the best thing was to send five dollars by every
mail which would make ten a month I thought that would keep his family
he took my advice and has sent constantly some mails sending ten there
is no one who feels more anxious about their family than he does but Fortune
has not seemed to smile on our efforts since he came here I feel very homesick and I wish I could go home right bad I want to make enough to pay me
for coming here if I never enjoy it myself though prospects in life to me
are not very flattering though sickness and sorrow assail I mean to try to
be composed for I am not one of those whose mind extends no further than
the grave I look beyond and see a long eternity to live again where parting
is never known where we shall not have to pass sleepless nights while thinking of distant friends I have sometimes thought upon the possibility of
having to submit to death in California to nature it is a sad thought but
how short is the time ere that glad morning will dawn when the earth and
sea give up their dead then how quick would we meet again 0 may we be
prepared to meet where I trust our dear mother lives Sarah it is my wish
to comfort you and to console you in trying to do so I would only say trust
in God rely upon him as true peace of mind can come from him alone 1 3
give my love to the children to all my friends and remember your unworthy
brother at the throne of grace my love to Jasper tell him to write to me
Please write often to your brother
Abraham Norton
Chase tells about being drove by Robbers I drove the whole of them with a
two barreled gun that had only one lock and that good for nothing but we
did go to town that night and next day moved 0 it is all moonshine I can
drive fifty of them cowardly Mexicans there is no danger unless a man is
alone far from inhabitants A N
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NOTES
Sutter Creek, Amador County, California.
2. "Bends" probably means "bands," referring to parties traveling overland, by
which mail would be sent. The word "three" is written over the word "two," and
actually the writer refers to only two bands, the one by which he expects to send this
letter, and the one by which he hopes to return home.
3· An acquaintance. More than a year after Rushton's return home a son was born
to them, who was named Joseph Chesley Rushton. This Rushton eventually settled near
Hughson, California, and a grandson with the identical name now lives in Stockton.
A granddaughter, Lettie Rushton McGie, lives at Gridley, California.
4· Stephen Rushton, probably a nephew of James Rushton.
5· Mary A. Rushton, born August 14, r8so, died of obscure causes January 30, I864.
Seddy was Mary's sister Sarah, three years older. Other sisters were Esther and Nancy
Celestia, known as Letty . Hellen Marris unknown to us.
6. vVilliam Norton was the youngest brother of Mrs. Rushton and of the Norton
brothers whose letters are here presented.
·
7· Lambert Littlefield is a relative by marriage, his sister being the wife of William
Norton. Littlefield was a partner of the Nortons and Rushton, and will be noted below
in another connection.
8. Uncertainty of the mails is a well-known fact of gold rush days. Mail lost at sea,
or otherwise, is often reported. Roble in his diary indicates the mail was often simply
sent to Sacramento, and lines a block or more long for various sections of the alphabet
waited while clerks worked over the mail for each applicant.
9· Mary is the "vife of Chase Norton.
Io. Both the Nortons mention the bandits who plunde1: and make night raids. Josep.h
Henry Jackson in his introduction to Joaquin Murrieta speaks of the scourge of Mexican outlaws who likely enough were encouraged to outlawry by being dispossessed by
aggressive miners; and that most of the outlaws were led by one or another "Joaquin"
of which several were known in addition to Murietta. The Legislature of I85o had
practically excluded any but citizens of the United States from mining, placing such
hindrances in their way that mining communities could almost at will drive them out
under cover of law. Hence, outlawry.
John Doble wrote from Jackson in I 86I of visiting "Joaquin's cave" between Jackson
and Lancha Plana, but he obviously considered it a fraud . Lancha Plana was on the
Mokelumne River, some ten miles downstream from present State Route 49 which
connects Jackson and Mokelumne Hill.
I 1. S. C. Norton, referred to by his brother as Chase, was Solomon Chase Norton.
I 2. Having sufficient water to wash the soil away and leave the gold behind was a
recurring problem for the placer miners. John Dob.le gives a good picture of making
a hose by sewing canvas into tubular form, and attaching a nozzle to direct water
against the dirt to wash away all but the gold. The tom, mentioned by Norton, is a
sluice box, or a trough into which dirt was shoveled, to be washed by a stream of water,
the gold being retained by ribs or grates along the bottom. Doble describes one tom as
being three feet wide and twenty feet long and built of planking one and one-half
inches thick.
I 3· Abram Norton was soon to make a change in his life. The Lancha Plana diggings
probably having been worked out, he located at Sutter Creek later the same year, I859,
with Lambert Littlefield. Norton, however, is now married . The records of the Sutter
Creek Methodist Church show that under the encouragement and supervision of Reverend B. F Myers, Methodist pastor at Jackson, Norton went from house to house at
1.
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JOURNAL OF A VOYAGE FROiVl
BALTIMORE TO SAN FRANCISCO
By Robert Gordon

Edited and Annotated by

REGINALD R. STUART and GRACE D . STUART
PART IV
It has been said that the start is the most important part of an event. Thus a
journey to ElDorado in I849, whether overland or by sea, might well make
anti-climactic much of the tedious routine that followed. Probably the trip
across the plains and over the Sierra was a better preparation for the life of a
miner than the cramped quarters and musty rations of a steerage passenger in
a sailing vessel.
Herewith is the fourth installment of Robert Gordon's Journey to California aboard the good ship Xylon. A total of 2 2 5 days from Baltimore to
San Francisco would exhaust rations and nerves, and almost a belief in
human nature.
The Diary:
[June] I 9th [I 849] This day most of our fellow-passengers are on shore.
The crew has commenced taking out the freight ·which is to be left in this
port, got out a few milstons, and boxes of merchandise, I spent some time
today fishing off the side of the ship, caught only a lamprey.
wth. Very little a doing on board in consequence of the dificulty of obtaining lighters to take the millstones ashore. The English ships of \iV ar in port,
fired a Royal Salute-don't know what for.
2 I St. Only got three millstones sent ashore.
2 211d. All the passengers who remained on board are engaged in fishing.,
with varied success, I caught some fine specimens of skate and Hook. The
freight is a taking ashore very slo·wly owing to the difficulty of procuring
lighters strong enough to take the millstones, and weighty machinery. Two
of our shipmates Messrs. Daws & Dunn, had an affair this evening in which
some blows were exchanged, and a knife drawn, but not allowed to be used.
Mr. Dunn remained all night on deck in a state of dangerous excitement with
a loaded pistol, vowing he'll have revenge.
2 3fd. The freight a sending to the landing, the passengers fishing off the
ship's side. From the strange behavour, and evident derangement of mine
evinced by Mr. Dunn, It was thought prudent to have his ammunition
taken from him, and have him taken to the Cabin tonight.
79
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24th Sunday. This morning looked like rain and as it cleared off a little
we began to prepare for attending Divine Service in the City, in Company
with fifteen of my shipmates I pushed of for the landing and being too early
walked about the City until I I o'clock, where after an interval of nine ·weeks
during which we were denied the privilege of Public vVorship, and daily
exposed to peril, we now found ourselves in the house of God, where his
services were observed in what we ·were taught to consider the most appropriate form. The church is supported by the English residents, or the English
government and the services the same as the Established Church of England.
The sermon was preached from St. John 8 ch. and I- r 2 verses. A very
appropriate text for the citizens of Valpariso, and ·w hich if often chosen and
properly treated of in their churches might have some good effect, for the
morals of the people would admit of very great improvement. Dr. H. V er.
Mehr who preached on this occasion is a Belgian now sent by the Domestic
Board of Missions to preach the Gospel in California. He sails in the Barque
Hebe. After Prayers with Messrs. Price & Gilchrist I made a tour of the
eastern part of the City, and was very much entertained by the strange
features of the place and its inhabitants. The latter though not worthy of the
appelation of civilized in every nice sense of the word, are nevertheless
worthy and in comparison, might through our people in the shade, when we
take into consideration their homely kindness and civility, in person they are
generally below the middle size, with yellow or swarthy complections and
black hair, which in the female adds considerably to their appearance from
its luxurious and glossy hue, added to the expressiveness of their full black
eyes. Their dress is of the plainest description, but always very clean and
their houses, and furniture generally of the simplest materials. There is a
good Custom House, Military Barracks, and Theatre, The Churches are all
Roman Catholic (except two, allowed by special grant of the government,)
and are of a very antiq~1e appearance less in comsequence of this age, than
of the crumbling materials of which they are built; the latter being badly
burned, or sundried brick, in roofing the same clumsy material is used, tiles
in this respect taking the place of slates. The fuel used in burning the brick
and Tile kilns, is dried cactus, as firewood as coal is too scarce and dear.
The harbour is sheltered from all but theN. \Vind, and on the first signs of
its approach telegraphic notice is given, that the vessels in harbour may be
prepared to meet the danger. On this day the signal (a black ball) was hoisted
above the flag, and when arrived at the landing in the evening we found that
in consequence of the Norther we had to pay double the usual sum to be
boated on board, (2oth Sunday from Balt.)
25th. Some of the freight taken on deck, but none disembarked, as the
lighters cannot land it with safety in consequence of the swells.
26th. A launch came alongside this morning, but in consequence of the
insolent language of the second mate to its owner, he went off without taking
any freight, nor did any other come to the ship today. The French and
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English ships in port fired a salute for the Chilean Admiral, as he was passing
in an open boat at noon.
27th. The most of the freight that is to be left in this place has been got on
deck. and in the evening the crew commenced restouring the freight which
had been displaced in search of pieces of machinery belonging to a flour-mill
which is a leaving in this place. Mr. Dunn who evinced symptoms of insanity,
is getting more settled, and seems returning to his usual equilibrium. This
evening we had some heavy rain.
28th. Drizzling rain, light N . \iVind, considerable swell in the harboour.
This being the anniversary of Queen Victoria's Coronation. The only English government vessels in port, the \iVar Steamers, Gorgon and Drivers, with
a sloop of war, are dressed in all their colors, as are all the English Merchant
ships. There is but one French sloop of war here, she dressed, and ran up the
British Ensign at her main, an American vessel now here did not take notice
of it. The chilean government ships ran up the English colors. At r 2 o'clock
a Royal Salute of 2 1 guns vvas fired by the English Ships.
I went ashore today to purchase materials for the construction of Gold
washers. The weather is generally wet and the streets of V alpariso are literally knee-deep with mud. having heard my shipmates talk enthusiastically
of the Fandango, I determined to stay tonight and witness them, accordingly
after nightfall I started for these favorite resorts of pleasure and dissipation,
and after clambering up several crooked and steep streets and alleys, I found
myself in their locality, which as I had anticipated, was not the most respectable. these places are situated in the outskirts of the city, and on the greatest
heights over which the City is spread, and from that fact, and their being frequented by seamen, they go by characteristic names of the fore-top, maintop, etc. and are resorted to by ladies of easy virtue, who reside in the neighbourhood and make their livelihood by the most systematic prostitution that
I ever heard of. The places where the Fandangoes are held are large rooms
fitted up like ballrooms, where different kinds of music is constantly a playing after night, the proprietors of them, always keeping a Tavern, and boarding house, there is no immorality practised here except drunkeness, and its
immediate attendants, but at the usual hours for retiring for the night, the
ladies take their paramours to their haunts. After visiting several of the most
notorious of these places, and satisfying myself that the reports concerning
them were true, I returned to the landing about 8 Yz P.M. not without having
to make many false and evasive excuses to the Senorittas, to cover my retreat
and lack of Gallantry. According to the laws of the Port none but ship boats
are allowed to leave the landing after night, and the Hotels being crowded I
went with four others of my shipmates, to the Port Officers, and got a pass,
by which the Custom House boat was compelled to take us to the Ship by
paying the common fare - two rials.
29th. Rainy morning, went ashore to get some things that I ordered yesterday, found the stores all closed it being St. Peters day, and of course a great
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Holiday with the principal part of the population who are Roman Catholics.
only for the rain there would be a great procession. as I could not get what
I went for, and had nothing else to do, I went to hear High lVlass in a venerable looking old church, which was build I suppose of bricks or probably
adobie, however, it was a whitewashed outside and inside, roof supported
by four rows of doric pillars, ornaments not so rich as we expected, but by
their judicious arrangement they gave an air of richness and simple elegance
to the whole. The congregation was composed chiefly of Senorittas, with a
few Senors, the former, having their heads and faces nearly covered with
their black hoods or shawls, and each kneeling on a square piece of carpet,
the Senors kneeling likewise in a seperate part of the church.
the most
remarkable part of their dress is the poncho which is a peculiar kind of cape,
something like an obling square of cloth with bright colored borders, with a
hole in the centre by which it is let down over the head on the shoulders.
There was a sweet toned organ, and a good choir, which added considerably
to the solemnity of the service, which was of the usual kind. The rain being
incessant, and having no inducement to remain any longer in the mud of the
town, I returned on board at 2 o'clock
3oth. Very heavy rain, the north wind blowing, nothing a doing at discharging freight this four days. The Pacific Steam Navigation Company's
Steamer Peru, for Panama, went out of Port today at 2 o'clock P.M. We had
to drop our other anchor today.
July the ISt I 849
Sunday. Last night and this day, a heavy Norther is blowing into Port,
accompanied, with incessant rain, every precaution that nautical skill can
suggest is being tried to prevent the ships from dragging their anchors, and
drifting ashore, yards, top masts, etc. are taken do·wn, lower yards braced,
so as to present the least possible resistance to the storm. Unfortunately our
Capt. and first mate are on shore, and the care of the ship devolves on the
Second Mate. But every confidence is placed in [his] professional ability.
A Chilean Barque has drifted very near the shore, but fortunately for her the
wind settled a little in the evening. A boat which had been stove floated in
the shore as did also a great many plank, several boats belonging to the ships
have been swamped, but so far, we have not heard of any serious loss either
of life or property. There has been no religious service on board, in consequence of the storm. This is our Twenty-first Sunday from Baltimore.
211d. Constant Rain, The norther is still blowing, but we are beginning to
hope that there will be no injury done the shipping. Though the sea is still
running mountain high, settled a little in the evening.
3fd. Raining in the forenon, but cleared off in the evening. The norther
is past, but the sea is still violently agitated. There are some preperations a
making on board to celebrate the Anniversary of the Declaration of Independence of the U . States, with eclat. The Old Gun on the Quarterdeck, has
been run through the port, and a squil of powder burnt to clean her out.
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Also, in anticipation of "The coming Morrow" some of our fellows, through
the agency of liquid stimuli, have become quite vocal, and entertained us till
a late hour, with pleasant and patriotic song and sentiment.
4th. This morning we were awoke at daylight by the report of 'The
Xylon Gun', which was fired three times in quick succession, which awoke
as well the echoes of the neighbouring mountains, as her own slumbering
passengers. when we came on deck we found our old ship dressed in her
gayest colors. only a few of the American Ships in port-dressed and only
one answered ours with a piece of ordnance. There is no American Government vessel here, but Revenue Cutter, and she did not seem to take any
notice of this day more than other. Many of our shipmates went a shore
to enjoy themselves while those vvho remained on board spent the day as
pleasant as their circumstances would admit, they had a better dinner than
usual (that is to say, they had fresh meat and vegetables, better cooked.)
At sunset the old Gun was manned, and a salute of I 2 rounds fired in fine
style, while the flags were lowered, and we went below, some to drink,
others to talk patriotism, some to play cards, and some to read. Those of our
fellows who were to Town, returned at intervals till a late hour, many of
them in their usual happy state, from some of them we learned that two of
our fellows exchanged a challenge on shore, but through their comrades
interference it was settled without 'honourable bloodshed.' The night was
beautiful, the moon almost full beamed forth her silver light with such transparent clearness, that I read with ease on deck for about an hour. After eleven
o'clock when most of the passengers were 'turned in,' some few of them who
were most mischievous than the rest, called a meeting, in order to have The
Declaration of Independence read. The call was responded to by many, and
soon a meeting of half dressed men was convened, when by request Mr.
Shepperd read 'The Declaration.' and Mr. Detwyller delivered a short, but
very appropriate address; after which we "dispersed in an orderly manner"
to our respective berths. The last, and most notable occurrence of this fourth
of July, was a smart shock of Earthquake felt in the city, and on the ships in
the harbour it occurred about I 2 o'clock this night.
5th. Discharged the last of the freight for this Port, got some water, stowed
away the water casks, and received some ship stores.
6th. \iV ent ashore today in company with Messrs. Sandys and Seglehurst
to have a tour in the Country. \iV e started on the Santiago Road, and after
following it about four miles, we struck into the mountains, where after
traversing hills and dells, climbing rocks, crossing mountain streams, and
bursting through thickets, we made our way to the city at dusk, and instead
of a days pleasure, we had a day's fatigue, for we travelled so far in the forenoon, that we had to overrate ourselves in the evening, to avoid being
benighted in the mountains, came on board about 8 P.M. One of our shipmates got himself severely cut with a knife, by a drunken comrade, while
taking him from the deck to his bed.
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7th. Ship receiving freight from the town today, I went ashore today to
purchase tent poles, water buckets, etc. which we forgot to bring from
Baltimore.
8th. Sunday. The Chileans are celebrating this as St. Peter's day as the
inclemency of the weather on the 29th ultimo, prevented them from doing
so. The military were in full dress, and mustered earlier than usual, and the
inhabitants of every age and sex are in their Holliday attire. Rockets were
seen ascending from different parts of the City, and the Chilean vessels in
the harbour, dressed up, and hoisted their national flag. But the most novel
and stirring, spectacle of the day, was a procession or excursion of boats,
intended to represent St. Peter, before his call to the ministry at his business
as a Fisherman. This comprised every description of shore and bay craft,
canoes, ship and whale boats, galleys, lighters, etc. etc. They were all dressed
out in flags, the most conspicuous was a large galley with masts, dressed out
in different colors, and surmounted by a large white flag· on which a mitre
and cross keys were painted. In this, sat the Band, which played several
enlivening airs. here also sat the ecclesiastical representatives, with a waxwork figure nearly as large as life, sitting in a chair ·w ith a bishop's mitre on
his head, and a Trident in his hand. I suppose this was intended to represent
the saint, as invested with the authority of Neptune, as ·well as that of the
Church. The little fleet numbered about one hundred vessels of all sizes, and
carrying about twelve hundred persons pushed out across the Harbour, to
the Eastern extremity of the City, where a Triumphal Arch, and other
preperations were made, for the disembarkation, and ceremonies of the
fishing party, by an assemblage of about ten thousand persons, everything
indicated a general holiday, and the best of good humour, though on the
whole, it looked a little ridiculous for a church ceremony. There has been no
service on board today - went to Church in the City. 22nd Sunday from
Baltimore.
9th. \i\T e are expecting more freight, but it is not coming to the ship, nor is
the water boat which we have engaged. The day has been spent by the
crew, it~ replacing things on deck, where they had been before we came into
port, and in hoisting the spars which had been taken down in the late norther,
we have taken on board lumber to build boats belonging to the passengers,
but the right-signs of leaving port is wanting.
I oth. Very little a doing for the furtherance of our departure out of this.
I I th. \iVe expected to get away today instead of that the day has been spent
in taking in freight. The decks are now lumbered with it. Got our water last
night and today, and hopes to get a-vvay tomorrow.
I 2th. After much bustle in the forenoon we succeeded in getting ready
for sea, and weighed anchor at 2 o'clock P.M. standing out to sea ·w ith a
fresh and favourable breeze. The Chilean Officers took a passenger from our
ship because he did not conform to the laws of the Country in procuring a
passport. l-Ie had bought the ticket of one of our passengers named 'Arnold,'
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who we had to leave in Hospital in Valpariso, suffering from consumption.
\iVe find that we have three passengers, and three sailors, stowed away,
besides two passengers who purchased the tickets of two of our passengers
who remained in Valpariso, the new passengers. (one American excepted)
are Chileans, tvvo of them are females, with a child. In consequence of the
fair wind, we lost sight of land as night was approaching. Some of our
fellows seemed sorry to leave its yellow Senorittas.
I 3th. Sailing before a light, but favourable breeze, two ships which left
port along with us, are still in company.
r4th. Very light \Vind this morning, which in the course of the day, settled
into a calm. Lat. at noon, 29 ° 37' South.
r 5th. Sunday. Sailing before a light south-east wind, hopes it may be the
S.E. Trades, Lat. 28 ° 54' S. The two ships are still in company with us. At
9 o'clock P.J\11. one of them ran across our course, in doing which, she narrowly escaped being ran into by our ship. \iV e had no religious services today,
a party of the passengers assembled tonight for the purpose of singing hymn.
23rd Sunday out.
I 6th . We are progressing slowly, but constantly, having hit the S.E. trades.
Latitude 27 °, 26' south. One of the vessels which came out from Valpariso
remains still in our Company. \iV e feel the want of a better suit of sails. vVe
have up the last rag, and that not enough.
r 7th. Nothing remarkable. Sailing as usual with light wind.
r 8th. This morning the wind has been very light, which, in the course of
the day settled into a perfect calm, during which our boat has been lowered
and our first mate, with two seamen, and some of the passengers went aboard
of the ship which has been with us from Valpariso. She proved to be the
Julius Caesar of Burdeaux, bound to San Francisco with a cargo of Liquor.
Our design in boarding her was to purchase some lamp oil, of ·w hich we stand
in need, and forgot to get a supply in Valpariso. She had none to spare,
though her Capt. generously divided with us, and would take no payment.
T he breeze sprang up in the evening and the ships came very near each other,
when our fellows gave the Frenchman three lusty cheers, after which the
ships seperated.
r 9th. Becalmed. J\!Iany of our shipmates find they have reason to regret
their acquaintance with the Valpariso Fair. Many are seriously indisposed.
2oth. Last sight of the Julius Caesar last night. Becalmed again this evening.
2 rst. The wind very light and variable, constantly changing and trimming
the sails, but cannot make much head way. I have been engaged yesterday
and today, in studying the theory of Navigation, which I find I can understand very easy, while I have the book in my hand. Though I suppose that
I'll forget it after a few days, like everything else that I have been studying
since I came on board. There are many whales about our course. They are
of the largest description we have seen yet. This night we had a concert of
three violins, and a display of dancing of which we have not seen the equal
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for months. This disciple of Terpsichore is an Irishman, who has been residing in Australia for fifteen years, left there on an English ship for V alpariso,
ran away from her there, and came on board with us, as a sailor, to the ·
land of Gold.
22nd. Sunday. The breeze which during the last five days, has been light
and changeable is becoming more steady, fresh and favourable. Afternoon
our Latitude was 23o, Is' south, proving that we have entered the Southern
Tropic this morning. \iVe have no religious meetings these Sundays. vVe had
a vocal concern this night in which many religious hymns vvere sung with
appropriate respect. 24th Sunday out.
2 3fd. vVind changed ahead last night, and at noon today we find we have
lost six miles of Latitude.
24th. Wind light, and fair. Nothing remarkable.
2sth. vVind from the S.E. and freshens COtistantly.
26th. The S.E. Trades are taking us .along ·at a nice rate, at noon Latitude
I 9 o , 22' south - off Pasaqua Point in Chili, but many degrees west of it.
27th. Wind fresh and steady, running 8 knots on an average.
28th. Running upwards of 8 knots on a N.\iV. course. Had a dance on
deck tonight.
29th. The trade winds continue steadily to accompany us. Our Latitude
at noon was I 2°, 57' south, being some miles south of Callio in Peru which
lies in I2 °, o3', 45" south, and Longitude 77 °, Io' \iVest. \iVe are about 6oo
miles west of it. A company of us spent a pleasant hour singing hymns
tonight. This is our Twenty-fifth Sunday from Baltimore.
3oth. Sailing N .\iV. at about 8 knots, Latitude south, I I 0 , 30'.
3 ISt. Running with studding sails set, before the S.E. Trades, which have
taken us along constantly for the last nine days, our Latitude at noon was
0
I o , 37' south. This night was spent on deck in a stirring manner. \iV e had first
a dance, in which some cotillions, and waltzs with, hornpipes, jigs, and Highland flings, were performed. Then a mimic procession, round the decks, and
an oration, which was not designed for any thing but amusement. But the
speaker turned it to account, by stating that the object of the meeting was to
obtain lights in the steerage, the oil being spent, and no substitute given. The
meeting was very unceremoniously dispersed by some mischievous ones
throwing water on the crowd. \i\1 e next had a serio-comic performance by
Mr. Dunn, a lunatic, who took a fit of dancing, and could not be persuaded to
leave off, or go to bed, when his comrade Mr. Lovegrove took the novel
plan of imitating him, and after taking off some of his clothes, and performing a series of laughable theatricals succeeded so far in bringing him to his
senses as to make him put on his clothes and retire.
August - I 849
I st. \iV e are sailing on an average I o ~lz knots an hour. Our Latitude was
9°, 20' south. Longitude 90° \iV. Off the Coast of Peru.
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2nd. Though so near the line, the weather is quite pleasant and cool, making 8 knots. Latitude atM. 8°, 19' south. Great numbers of flying fish about
over course.
31'd. Running vV. by N. at about 7 knots an hour. Latitude south 7 ~ , o9' .
4th. The wind is becoming lighter. Latitude 5°, 47' south.
Sunday sth. vVind E. by south. Ship heading N .N .W . making from 4 to 6
knots. Great numbers of flying fish, with Dolphin, etc. about our course.
Held prayer meeting at 3 p.m. Latitude at noon, 4 o, 3s' south. This is our
twenty-sixth Sunday from Baltimore.
6th. \iV eat her fine, sailing 4 or 5 knots an hour. Latitude south 3o , 39' .
7th. Wind something stronger than yesterday, sailing 6 or 7 knots an hour.
A schooner in sight yesterday and today. Lat. 2o, 30' south.
8th. Ship laying a \iV.N.W. course. making 5 knots an hour. The passengers are auctioning several of their necessaries these days. some of them
a selling under first cost. Lat. 1o, 36' south.
9th. Sailing at the rate of 3 or 4 knots, Lat. 1°, o6' south . Long. 110°, 40'
\vest.
1oth. In consequence of the wind becoming very light, together with a
current of 30 miles in the 24 hours setting from the N.E. to S.vV. we made
but 36 miles of Latitude since yesterday. One of the Cabin passengers has
completed his 2 ISt year this day, and in honor of the occasion has treated all
his shipmates, ·w hich led to a general drinking match, in which about the
half of the passengers got gloriously drunk. It was the tallest spree we had
on board.
1 Ith. The \vind freshens. At 12 o'clock l\11. we were in south Lat. 0°, 24'
and Longitude 113o vVest, running 6 or 8 knots. Crossed the line this evening,
being exactly five months today since we crossed in the Atlantic. The crew
aided by a few of the passengers went through the farce of Neptune's coming
on board, they ducked some sixty of the passengers, and succeeded in rising
as much liquor as set them on the spree, ·which they kept up till a late hour.
Sunday 12th. Sailing before a south wind at the rate of 6 or 7 knots. Our
Latitude at noon vvas 1o , 45' North. We had our usual evening prayer meeting at 3 o'clock 27th Sunday from Baltimore.
13th. The South Wind continues steady, we seen a number of fowl today.
They resemble our sea-gull, but flew very high in flocks. Seen number of
flying fish today. Latitude 3o, 53' North.
14th. Cloudy, breeze steady from the S.S.E. making 8 knots, Long. 6°, 03' .
I sth. Weather still cloudy, with a fresh breeze from the S.\iV. There is
an American Barque in company this two days. In the evening we came in
sight of a ship to the Eastward of our course, and by nightfall we had got
considerably ahead of both vessels. This is the first day we had to take down
our studding sails this four weeks. The unusual rate of sailing and uneasy
motion of our ship, has caused some of the symptoms of . sea-sickness to
appear amongst the passengers. \iV e have been so little accustomed to a rough
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sea, the last two months, that we feel little better than if newly come on
board. Latitude at lvleridian 8°, 54 north.
r6th. This morning opened with a squall from the \Vestward which compelled us to clew up, and furl most of our sails. vvhen it was passed we
could distinguish the Barque, which accompanied us this two day, to leeward of us, and the ship ahead. the wind blows stiff from the west. We
caught some fish today, they are called in Spanish, Bonetas. N. Lat. I I o, 3 I
17th. Morning Cloudy. \Vind N.\V. Tacking ship frequently, the wind
since yesterday light and changeable. Varying from S.E. to N.\iV. We hoped
to have the N.E. Trades before this. Lat. I 2o, 51 N .
18th. The weather is extremely warm, as the sun is now vertical with us,
and we are nearly becalmed,- no observation today.
19th. Sunday. \Vind light, variable, and generally unfavourable. In the
forenoon the sky was overcast and a slight sprinkle of rain fell, afternoon
very sultry. The usual evening prayer meeting was held at 3 o'clock. \i\Te are
now twenty-eight weeks from Baltimore.
2oth . Blowing fresh from the N.E. furled top-gallants. Ship heading N .\V .
making 6 or 7 knots. The Sea heavy, and sky cloudy all day.
21st. \iVind blowing very fresh, from the west, having changed last night.
'"'e have several light shower today. The ship sailing under double reefed
top-sails, labours heavily, and is leaking more than usual. Several of the passengers experience symptoms of sea-sickness, in consequence of the rough
weather. Latitude I 6°, 25 N .
22nd. Still under close reefed top-sails, This severe west wind is much
against us, as we are making lee-way, and consequently loosing longitude.
N. Latitude I 7°, 40
23fd. Wind fresh from the South, since I o o'clock last night. Our ship
steering N.\i\1. making 8 or 9 knots an hour. Cloudy all day. In the evening
we took a dozen fine fish.-Albacore.24th. \iVind veered to S.E. and became somewhat lighter, making 6 to 8
knots an hour. Latitude 2 I 0 , I 51 N.
25th. vVind E .S.E. blowing steady. Ship heading N.\V. by vV. for the
purpose of making Longitude west of San Francisco, in hopes of catching
the prevailing North westerly winds which blow in these Latitudes about
this season. I am heartily tired of keeping this journal, it is so full of repetition and barren of incident. I would give it up, but that I hope the voyage
will soon be ended, and what comes next? God only knows. It is certain that
if we outlive this, our lives must be more agreeable to us, even if we be
dissapointed in the object of our adventure, for we feel like prisoners, on low
diet, cooped up here where we can see nothing but sea and sky, and our food
which originally was of the coasest description, is now, so mouldy and injured
that it is hardly able to sustain life, only for some small purchases of eatables
we made in port, I don't know how we would subsist. \Vhat enables us to
bear up, is that we are sailing rapidly,- Lat. 22o 51 N.
1
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26th Sunday. The wind blows stiff, and steady from the N.E. Sailing at a
rapid rate, we are once more in the North Temperate Zone. Our Latitude at
noon was 24°, 2 r' . Longitude 127 °, rs' YV. The weather is agreeable and
cool. This our 29th Sunday from Baltimore.27th. The wind N.E. blowing fresh. J\ilonday being the day on which our
weekly Rations is drawn, we find today, that several of them has given out.
Our cheese has failed months ago, our pork and flour, weeks ago, and our
sugar this day. JVlolasses also of which we used to have a portion has given
out. Our Navy Bread is so injured by water and mould, that they are unfit
for use. vVe have given us in lieu of Pork and Flour, Beef and Corn Meal,
which are the only part of our Rations that have not become spoiled or
exhausted. We have therefore more than one reason for wishing the voyage
brought to a speedy termination. Latitude 26 °, o8' N.
28th. Mornipg clear, YVind N.E. by N. Something more moderate. Our
ship heading N.E. by N. Making 6 or 8 knots. Latitude 27 °, 54' N.
29th. This morning cloudy with light rain. Wind E .N.E. making 6 or 7
knots. The Captain has bargained with such of the passengers as had flour
and was willing to part with it on the terms of receiving a receipt for the
payment in San Francisco, at California prices, or paid back in Flour, in
California; he did not procure enough, though there is plenty on board.
I suppose if he would pay on delivery he could have as much as he requires.
The Captain took a list of all the passengers' names today as he says that
Capt. Browne took the list with him when leaving the ship in Rio Janeiro,
and the ship would be subject to a heavy fine if he could not produce a list
to the authorities in San Francisco. Lat. 29 °, 49' N.
3oth. vVind North. I believe we will never be satisfied in this life. We have
been long wishing for a \Vind favourable for making Longitude. We have
now made and are still making too much in that direction, and the wind is
so much ahead that we cannot lay our course, instead of that, we are fast
running away from the Coast of California. Lat. N. 3 I o, ro'. Long. vV.
q8 o, 27'·
3 I st. \Veather continues cloudy. \Vind blowing fresh from the North .
Ship sailing on a bowline. The weather is very cool, much more so than we
expected at this season in these Latitudes. Our passengers have built a lighter,
and skiff on deck this week.
September I st, r 849
rst. The wind continues to blow fresh from the N .E. occasionally changing a few points. In the evening it changed more to the west, and we put
about on the Larboard Tack, but the inconstancy of the wind to any given
point compelled us to tack again and continue running from the place we so
much desire to reach. Our Latitude, (which in consequence of the Cloudy
state of the atmosphere was very difficult to determine), vvas 35o oo' N .
Long. I40° oo' W .
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md Sunday. Cloudy, wind as usual, unfavorable, varying from N. to N.E.
at rz o'clock, N. Lat. 36°, 54'. The religious service of this day has been
disgracefully interrupted by a number of the young men who managed to
get drunk at the hour of evening prayer, to the great discredit of those concerned, and the manifest distraction of those who were assembled at prayer.
But as is always the case with those who overstep the bounds of propriety,
they felt a -self humiliation on awaking from the effects of their debauch
when they found how ridiculously they conducted themselves and how
severely they were censored by their shipmates, who generally disapprove
of such proceedings, especially while a portion of their fellows are assembled
for worship. \i\Te are twenty-nine Sundays from Baltimore, today.
3rd. This morning completes Seven Months since we embarked on this
weary voyage. Oh that it was ended! This suspense is almost intolerable!
How true the Scripture Proverb-"Hope deferred maketh the heart sick."
Our condition is daily becoming more precarious, as our provisions are
giving out very fast and our \.Vater much faster. Today we began to feel the
pinching of thirst as our allowance of water was considerably shortened
without-giving us intimation of the fact until vve discovered that our cask
was empty at or immediately after dinner. There are different plans, and
propositions started among the passengers for the purpose of economising
our half gallon to which we are limited. This evening we commenced sailing more east. Lat. 38 °, r8' N. Long. 144°, 34' W. The Latitude of San
Francisco!!
4th. Sailing, as usual against an adverse wind, but making more of our
Course, which is now easterly than we could any of these days past. This
morning the passengers took each his half gallon of water in a seperate vessel
in order to make the most of it, and prevent any imposition by his shipmates.
This evening a great excitement took place on board our ship in consequence
of some persons having announced that there were three men seen in an open
boat at a great distance from the Ship's course. The Ship was put about and
ran in the direction where the sufferers were supposed to be and after about
fifteen minutes running, while the shroud were crowded with men eager to
discover the unfortunates we seen them right ahead, but strangest of all, they
took wing as we approached, and left us to laugh at each other. They were
a flock of fowl to which seamen give the very classic appelation of "Stinkpots." and in the distance might easily be mistaken for seamen cast adrift on
a draft. This evening and night the wind so increased that it was found
necessary to run under close reefed top-sails, the sea wrought heavily
and we might pronounce the weather very stormy. Consequently had no
observation.
5th. The head wind and storm continue, and our creature-comforts are
such that they greatly aggravate the already disagreeable state of things
in which we exist. (Our stinted allowance of water, (I cannot say fresh
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water) was of such a quality, that being set before a dog on deck he actually
refused to taste it, though his tongue was out with thirst. But though our
personal comforts, or rather necessaries, are of such a character as would
naturally excite discontent; yet are they only secondary considerations when
compared with the anxiety of mind consequent on our detention, so near
the goal of our hope, with the winds of Heaven thwarthing us in our endeavours to gain the desired haven, and without an indication of a more auspicious
change, could not obtain an observation.
6th. This morning the storm abated, and the sea as if exhausted from the
effects of the late blow, began to sink to rest, giving occasionally a heavy roll
as if drawing a long breath, while our old ship seeming to enjoy the interval
of relaxation, lolled lazily on the liquid couch. About 9 o'clock A.M. we had
a settled calm, which continued all day, of which advantage was taken by
the crew to scour the outside of the ship, and otherwise put her in trim for
entering port, of which event we are sanguine, though judging from our
present progress, it must be at a very distant day. We have soft warm
weather, and a cloudy sky.
7th. In the course of last night a light breeze sprang up from the N.vV. and
we got out our studding sails. Though in the morning and most of this day
it was all but a calm. At noon today our distance from San Francisco vvas
700 miles, Lat. J4°, 2r' N. Long. q6 o vV.
8th. Light winds continue. Lat. N. 35 °, 9'.
9th. Sunday. The wind has freshened during the night, and changed from
N .vV. toN. by E., which makes our course due E. though our proper course
is E. by N . by a lunar observation taken in the forenoon by one of the steerage passengers who has been in command of a vessel some time. Our Latitude
was 35 °' 27' N. Our Longitude l3 I 0 ' 20 1 , 45" vV. and our distance from San
Francisco 452 miles. There has been no religious meeting convened in the
steerage today in consequence of the indecent interruptions of the late meetings. But we had a meeting composed of persons of a different stamp, if we
may judge by the character of their proceedings, when congregated together,
on this occasion they conducted themselves in such a manner, that it baffles
description. The most annoying part of which was a concert of uncouth
sounds, in imitation of cats, dogs, hogs, asses, etc. with vulgar and immoral
jokes, in the intervals of which, a parody on J\ilethodist Hymns, with a
chorus, in mockery of religion was joined in by this shameless and ignorant
club, making a strange contrast with the usual orderly and reverential meetings of the christian part of the passenger. Many of the young men are
evidently getting worse, at least they take less concern in concealling from
the knowledge of their shipmates their more degrading traits of character,
there is no guessing of the extent to which they might carry their folly, in
case they should be much longer cooped up in this ship. But it is to be hoped
we will soon get out amongst society which may exercise a more salutary
influence on their minds. 3oth Sunday from Baltimore.
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roth. This day the wind blows fresh from N. by E. The Ship heading
E . by N. making five or six lmots, an hour. The weather is getting [warmer]
as we approach the coast. The passengers are making a regular auction room
of the steerage, selling various articles of necessaries, in anticipation of the
difficulty and expense of transport in California, and many are doing so in
order to raise funds, in place of those which they squandered foolishly in
the commencement of the voyage. This evening a vast quantity of Porpoises
passed close by the ship, while doing so we succeeded in Harpooning one
of them which caused a g-eneral bustle on deck as he was a very unexpected
augmentation to our scanty supply of stores. He vvas about seven feet long,
and when divided amongst all hands, and properly cooked, afforded them
two meals of fresh fish, or rather fresh meat, for to taste and appearance it
resembled fresh Beef more than fish.- Lat. 34°, 47' N.
r rth. Last night and this day we are running about eight knots per hour,
and pretty near our course. Some large whales are sporting about our course
today, one of them received several Rifle balls from the deck, but did not
seem to feel them. There has been another shoal of Porpoises about the ship
this evening. vVe harpooned one of them, but lost him while pulling him over
the gunwale. There has been some land birds seen this morning, and one of
them caught. In the evening the wind lulled and changed to the south, and
we commenced running North, becalmed at midnig·ht.
12th. Light wind, and cloudy day, looking out for land; some preparations
for entering port are in progress. The old ship is being scoured and brightened up, and amongst the passengers there is some stir, in packing up loose
things. Many have not much to put by as they have sold out the most of their
necessaries.- nothing remarkable, trying to spear porpoises is all the amusement. This day and yesterday has been so cloudy that we could obtain no
observation. Consequently dont know our exact bearings, from Port. The
last incident of this day is harpooning Porpoises, afternight, a large shoal.of
these fish were disporting themselves in the quiet waters about the shtps
course, and enlivening in some degree the sullen dullness of the damp and
smoky night which with their lucent appearance made it appear practicable
to strike them in the dark, accordingly, one of the old Tars went out on the
Martingal, and succeeded in striking home the deadly spear. Then the crowd,
and laughable bustle as the unwieldly monster floundered amongst them on
deck vVhen a light could be procured he was bled and hung up as a promising meal for the morrow.
r 3th. Increased preparations for disembarking are being made by the passengers, though we have not seen land yet, and by the observation at noon
our Lat. was 36° , q' N. and by the reckoning r 33 miles distant from San
Francisco. At 8 o'clock P.M. a meeting of the steerage was convened for the
purpose of passing resolutions complimenting T he Captain and officers of
the Ship, for the able and gentlemanlike manner in which they conducted the
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voyage. After a committee had been elected to draft the resolutions the
meeting adjourned.
r4th. This morning we were awoke by the cry of Sail ho! from the watch
on deck, and after the mist lifted a little we descried two sail in our immediate
vicinity, and as soon as the orb of day dispelled the dense fog that environed
us we were enabled to trace the outline of the long expected coast, which in
a short time stood forth in all its original wildness without any trace of animal
life and no very flattering indications of the luxuriant vegetation which we
were led to suppose should greet our sight in the approach to the Coast. To
describe minutely the appearance of the shores is not in my power, as they
were partly obscured by a smoky mist which hung over, and about the inlets
and small Islands in the neighbourhood of the entrance to the Bay of San
Francisco. From the same cause also I am deprived the satisfaction of ascertaining the full extent of the Bay from the deck. Though I have no doubt but
it is very spacious, and a very safe and commodious retreat for shipping,by following in the wake of the two ships which we had in company we were
enabled to come up to the proper anchorage without a pilot though our Capt.
has never been in this Port before. Cast anchor about noon, thus ending in
safety, a tedious and dangerous voyage.- 225 days from Bait.

CONTEMPORARY BIOGRAPHY
(Continued from page 73 )

Mr. Belden's current Sun series is about San Bernardino County cmes.
In addition, he has in preparation a book on the 2o-mule teams of borax
fame, and one on the Colorado River steamers. This spring, he and his wife,
Syble, start on his third historical tour of Baja California and Sonora. Who
knows what may come of this treasure hunt into the lofts and cellars of
ancient churches and city halls!

A REPORT ON THE CONFERENCE OF
CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETIES
By DR. R. CoKE \Vooo, Executive Secretary
The Conference of California Historical Societies is rapidly completing nine
years of growing and expanding service to the local and regional historical
societies of California. Although the first meeting of local society delegates
in a state·wide representation was held in I 9 53 at the Columbia State Park, it
w as not until I954 that bylaws were adopted and the Conference launched
under the benevolent but enthusiastic leadership of Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt.
Plans are being completed at present for the Ninth Annual Meeting of the
Conference at the Bellevue Hotel in San Francisco on June 20-.2 2. In these
nine years since the Conference was formed, it has grown from thirty-one to
ninety-five regular members and eighty-nine associate members.
In the Conference membership are listed the largest libraries and museums
in the state, the Grand Parlors of the Native Daughters and Sons, and the two
largest regional societies-the Historical Society of Southern California and
the California Historical Society. "When the individual members of these
member organizations are counted, we have about I w,ooo Californians represented in the Conference.
At present there is at least one historical society or organization in each of
the fifty-eight counties in the state except three, and in Los Angeles County
there are fifteen member societies in the Associated Historical Societies of
Los Angeles County. Only Alpine, Imperial, and Yolo counties have no
historical societies or organizations that are members of the Conference.
Alpine County is now planning a centennial program for I 964 and from this
activity may develop an Alpine County Historical Society.
For many years only Siskiyou County of the local historical societies had
a membership of more than one thousand, but at present there are at least four
such societies-Humboldt, Tulare, San Diego, and Siskiyou. Humboldt is
now the largest with over I6oo members and in some ways the most active.
They hold bimonthly meetings and issue one interesting bimonthly publication.
Almost all of the society members are either operating a museum or have
plans for a museum to house their collection. The Ft. Crook Historical Society in Fall River Valley has saved and planned for years for a museum
building to be located at Fall River Mills. Their objective ·will be realized on
May 2 5 when the cornerstone to the new building will be laid. The Napa
County Historical Society is expecting to open its museum in a new fireproof
building in Calistoga soon, culminating the dedicated efforts of the society's
great historian, Miss Ivy Loeber. In Tuolumne and Colusi counties the old
county jail buildings are being taken over by the county societies as museums.
Also, almost every society is issuing either a monthly or quarterly publica94
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tion in an effort to preserve in written form the history being brought out
by the programs of the societies. Although it is dangerous to mention individual publications, the San Diego County Historical Society and the V entura County Historical Society issue printed, neat, and interesting quarterlies.
The annual publications of the Siskiyou Society, the Pioneer, and the Shasta
Society, the Cove1'ed Wagon, should be mentioned.
In the field of legislation which deals with historical matters, the Conference has taken an active part. The Conference supported Proposition I I to
give tax relief to frozen historical sites in the fall election, and even though
it lost, I ,4oo,ooo voters supported the proposition. The history study for the
state, supported by the Conference, has been implemented in four counties
and will be carried on if adequate financing is provided in the current budget.
The Legislative Committee, headed by Attorney \iValter Frame, Past President of the Sacramento County Historical Society, keeps a close watch on
bills in the legislature and gives the support or opposition of the Conference
to bills dealing with historical matters.
In many other ways that cannot be enumerated our statevvide historical
conference makes its influence felt. It is fast approaching the position of
leadership in historical matters envisioned by Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, our
President Emeritus, when he invited the leaders of the then active local
societies to meet together at the Columbia State Park to form a Conference.
NINTH ANNUAL MEETING
CONFERENCE OF CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETIES
San Francisco, California- June 20, 21, 22, 1963
Host Organization - Califomia Historical Society
Thursday, June 20
4:oop.m. Registration- Bellevue Hotel
5:30 p.m. Board Meeting and Dinner at Bellevue Hotel
S:oo p.m. Reception - California Historical Society, 2090 Jackson Street,
San Francisco
Friday, June 21
8:30a.m. Registration-Bellevue Hotel
9:ooa.m. Greetings by Mayor Christopher
Presiding: Mr. Jerry MacMullen, President of the
Conference of California Historical Societies
9:30a.m. NEw HrsTonrcAL ExHIBITS
Chairman: Mr. Richard C. Bailey, Director, Kern County Museum,
Bakersfield
Panel:
Mr. Jack Sutton, President, Siskiyou Pioneer Sites Foundation
Mr. Edwin M. Eaton, President, Fresno County Historical
Society
Mr. Gilbert Kneiss, Railway and Locomotive Society
Miss Katharine Finchy, Palm Springs Historical Society
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12:30 p.m.
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Coffee-Courtesy of Society of California Pioneers
BooK D EALERS OPEN HousE
Luncheon - Bellevue Hotel
Presiding: Dr. Harold T'lggart, Regional Vice President
Speaker: Dr. H enry Madden, Librarian, Fresno State College
2:oop.m. TouR OF SAN FRANCisco's HISTORICAL ExHmrrs- by chartered bus:
Society of California Pioneers
National Park Service, vVestern Museum Laboratory
\Veils Fargo Bank History Room
San Francisco Fire Department Museum
7:oo p.m. ANNUAL BANQUET- Bellevue Hotel
Presiding: Mr. Jerry MacMullen, President of the
Conference of California Historical Societies
Speaker: Honorable James K. Carr, Under Secretary,
U. S. Department of the Interior
Saturday, June 22
8 :oo a.m . R egistration- Bellevue Hotel
8:ooa.m. BREAKFAST RouN DTABLES
Chairman: Miss Ruth Mahood, Regional Vice President
Panel :
"Community Projects," Mrs. Bernice Gibson,
Regional Vice President
"Membership Dues," Miss Ivy Loeber, Treasurer
"Program for Meetings," Mr. Clarence Mcintosh,
Past President
"Proposition I 1," Mr. Walter Frame, Legislative Chairman
"Group Tours," iVIr. Clyde Arbuckle, Past President
"Historical Displays," Dr. Aubrey Neasham,
Western Heritage, Inc.
"House R estoration," Mrs. James Reading, Whaley House,
San Diego
"Historic Preservation," Mr. Ted Moulton,
California Heritage Council
9:30a.m. Round !able Summary by Miss Ruth Mahood, Chairman
Io:45 a.m. WRITING HisTORY FOR Pu BLICATION
Chairman: /'vir. Richard Dillon, Librarian, Sutro Branch,
California State Library
Panel:
Mr. \V H. Hutchinson, San Francisco Chronicle
Book Reviewer
1VIr. Leonard H . Verbarg, Sunday KNAVE E ditor,
Oakland Tribune
Miss Millie Robbins, San Francisco Chronicle Feature Writer
12:30 p.m. Luncheon- Bellevue Hotel
Presiding: 1\ilr. George H arding, Trustee, California Historical Society
FILM "DISASTER 1906"
2:oo p.m. ANNUAL BusiNEss MEETING- Bellevue Hotel
Closing Remarks by Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, President E meritus

THE IlVIPACT OF NAPOLEON III
UPON THE PACIFIC COAST
By

vVrLLIAM LAWRENCE SHAW ~'

PART II

IV.

Smvm AsPECTs OF CALIFORNIA AND MAXIMILIAN OF AusTRIA

"California was a border state" 5 ;
A significant mission of the California volunteer troops in California and
Arizona was to stand in the way of any incursions northward by Maximilian
forces into American territory. This became mainly a holding action. Four
companies of cavalry, and five of infantry were stationed at Fort Mason in
Arizona Territdry to maintain the declared neutrality of the United States.
The War Department warned the California troops against military action
which might lead to complications with Napoleon IIP8
Governor John G. Downey of California in his Annual Message to the
Legislature, January 8, r862, declared:
Three of the great Powers of Europe have now combined to force monarchial
institutions and aristocratic privileges upon that living embodiment of Disunion principles, the Republic of Mexico. And if the present unhappy war continues in the United
States until the forces of the Republic are unable longer from exhaustion to prolong the
conflict, except in guerrilla warfare between the sections, the same Powers will combine
to enforce aristocracy and royalty upon Americans, partitioning among themselves the
splendid domain of the present American Empire. The Union of the States is not only
necessary to the existence of republican institutions on this continent, but is the only
hope of the oppressed nationalities of Europe in their aspirations for liberal laws and
equal rights. 5°

The reference by Governor Downey to "oppressed nationalities of
Europe" was conceivably directed to the growing republican minority in
the France of Napoleon III, becoming increasingly restive under the imperial
rule. 6 0
Senator James A. McDougall of California, brilliant orator and master of
the classics of literature, was one of the first leaders in Congress to protest
against the onslaught by Napoleon's forces against republican Mexico. There
was considered on February 3, r863, a resolution by Senator McDougall
which declared that "the present attempt by the Government of France to
subject the Republic of Mexico- [is] unfriendly to this Republic." 61
*Lt. Col. William L. Shaw, Chairman Civil vVar Centennial Commission of California.
vVilliam Lawrence Shaw is a lieutenant colonel in the California (Army) National
Guard and is the Executive Secretary of the California Civil War Centennial Commission and the President of the Sacramento Civil War Round Table. A graduate of Stanford University and the Law School, he is a Deputy Attorney General of California
and a member of the Staff of the Adjutant General of California in the Selective Service
Section.
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McDougall before the Senate characterized Napoleon as a "Machiavelli"
and as the "dark, ambitious, and unscrupulous head of the French Government." The senator ·w arned that Napoleon made war in Mexico to restrain
the future progress of the United States and that the Emperor aimed at control and d01ninance of the Pacific. McDougall concluded by urging Washington to arm the people of California in order that 2o,ooo men might be
projected from that western state to defend Mexico."2
Secretary Seward informed Senator iVlcDougall that the United States was
not in a position to invite war ·w ith a foreign power. "3 The determination of
Seward was reflected in the \iVar Department's aversion to any direct action
on the Pacific Coast which might give offense to Napoleon. Brigadier General George vVright, commanding the Department of the Pacific for two
years and eight months after October I 86 I, repeatedly sought permission
from \iVashington to occupy the port of Guaymas, and, thus, forestall Confederate or French units from penetrating Chihuahua and Sonora. V\Tright
savv the value of these states as a buffer zone south of the border.""'
On March I 8, I 864, General vVrightwrote to Governor Frederick F. Low
of California complaining that \iVright's efforts to induce the United States
to permit him to occupy Guaymas with United States troops had not produced results. The General took the extram·dinary action of seemjng to urge

the Governor of California to raise men and troops to invade Mexico. He
estimated that the war by Napoleon against Mexico was for conquest and
empire and that any occupation of Sonora "by a rapacious and unscrupulous
foreign power will imperil the State of California." Imperial France is characterized as "aggressive" and covetous of California."" The entire letter is
Exhibit "C" of this writing.
Governor Low replied by letter March 2 I, I 864, that as the subject was
one of great iniportance, the Governor after the adjournment of the Legislature would confer personally with General \iV right. Not long after this
exchange, General \iV right was replaced by General Irvin McDowell as
Commander of the Department of the Pacific. Later, we find that General
\iVright commanding the District of California, by letter, July 22, I864, to
General McDowell, directed attention to i\!Iexican Imperial General Emelio
Lanberg acting in San Francisco "for the purpose of bribing the Mexicans
in our midst to pronounce in favor of the Imperial Government," and to
"ascertain the public feeling on this coast in relation to the occupation of
Mexico by the French." General \iVright concluded that "France has an eye
on California."""
Previously, we have noted the concern of \iVashington over Gwin's
Napoleon-sponsored plan for the infiltration of Sonora. In a letter, January
8, I 86 5, Lieut. General U. S. Grant, writing from City Point, Virginia,

warned General McDowell to forestall any invasion of Califo1'nia from
i\!lexico. General Grant was disturbed by ex-Senator Gwin's plots and wrote:
"May it not be his intentions to entice into Sonora the dissatisfied spirits of
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California, and if the opportunity occurs, organize them and invade the
state?" Grant reasoned that such an invasion would warrant the restoration
of the Juarez government by intervention of United States forces. 6 7 It
should be recalled that elements of the population, such as the Mormons in
southern California, vvere expected to welcome a Confederate army."s
General McDowell, by letter February I I, I 86 5, advised Secretary of War
E. M. Stanton that information coming to McDowell showed a belief entertained by Napoleon III that the wealth in Sono:ra and Chihuahua could be
used to pay the expenses of the French Army in Mexico and this was a factor
inducing Napoleon to sponsor Gwin in the colonization scheme.69
Secretary Seward on October 29, I 863, forbade the enlistment of men in
the United States for the Juarez Army. 70 This was three weeks subsequent
to the tender of a crown to Maximilian by the Regency and Junta. Despite
Seward's crack-down, numerous volunteers for Juarez were recruited in
California and Nevada. Mexican General Placidio Vega, ex-governor of Sinaloa, arrived in San Francisco in mid-I864 as a representative of President
Juarez. Vega's mission was to purchase weapons and war materiel, recruit
companies of volunteers, and furnish transportation south to Mexico by any
means feasible. Vega expended in excess of $6 I 9,ooo to accomplish his mission and did deliver both men and materiel to Juarez units. The general acted
in the guise of recruiting colonies of farmers to settle in northern Mexico.
Vega looked forward to the creation of an "American Brigade" to assist
Juarez. 71
A first party of 400 men raised by Vega was to sail from San Francisco on
May 20, z865, which was after the cessation of hostilities in the American
Civil vVar. A Coast Guard cutter halted the sailing on the order of Edmund
Burke, a special deputy collector at the Custom House. Burke was also the
chief of police in San Francisco, and without authority stopped the sailing
of Vega's men and supplies at the request of French Imperial Consul Charles
de Cazotte. On May 3, I865, President Andrew Jackson had revoked the
prohibition against an arms export to Mexico. Subsequently, it was proved
that BuTke was a secret agent for the FTench Imperial Govern111ent paid in
cash for his services. Although Burke and De Cazotte succeeded in thwarting
the first sailing planned by Vega, a second party of 400 men was able to sail
from San Francisco in I866 for Mexico. 72
Vega induced the Mexican Minister, Senor M. Romero to protest to
Secretary Seward in August I 864 against the provisioning of the French
transport Rhine at San Francisco destined for the French army at Acapulco.'"
By letter May I I, I 86 5, Romero was informed by the State Department
that the supplying of coal to the French war vessels Rhine and Victoire at
Pacific ports was not contrary to treaty relations between the United States
of America and Mexico nor contrary to maritime law. Further, war vessels of
France would be permitted to make repairs at the United States Navy Yard
on Mare Island. 71
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On February I8, I866, Senor Romero informed Secretary Seward that in
December I 86 5, the commanding officer at Fort Bliss, Texas, in response to
the officer's request, was granted permission by President Juarez to enter
Mexican territory, in case of necessity, in pursuit of hostile Apache lndians. 7 "
By letter March 13, I 866, Seward expressed to Romero "the appreciation
which is entertained by the United States for this friendly manifestation on
the part of the very worthy executive of the Mexican Republic." 70
In the California elections of I865, the Union Party (Republican) Convention adopted a resolution on August I6 , I865, which stated:
The Monroe doctrine is the traditional and well-established policy of the United
States, and we cannot see with indifference the subversion of the liberties of a friendly
republic by European arms, and the establishment of imperialism by the same means,
on our immediate borders.

The Democratic Party Convention in California adopted a resolution in
briefer form that "the Monroe doctrine is an essential part of the policy of
the Democratic party, and of the American people." 77
Governor Low of California in his second biennial message, December 4,
I 867, declared as to the year last past:
During this eventful period a sister republic has encountered the armed forces of
one of the most powerful nations of Europe, aided by large numbers of her own rebellious citizens. She maintained the struggle for years in the face of every discouragement;
finally, drove the invaders from her soil, and meted out condign punishment to the
cruel leaders. The republic is now re-established, we hope, on a firm foundation, and
through the quiet agency of the ballot box, the man who led this people in war has
been called with great unanimity to the chief executive position of the republic. 7 ~

In his first biennial message dated December 4, I 86 5, Governor Low
reviewed the benefits received from the California volunteers during the
years I86I-I865 and stated:
Scattered as they have been along the outposts of civilization; quelling the Indian
disturbances within our own borders and in the adjoining States and Territories; affording protection to the overland mail and telegraph and acti11g as an army of observation
on the Mexican fmntier, their duties have been arduous .... (Emphasis added) 70

A resolution in the House of Representatives, dated February 20, I865,
inquired as to how many troops were furnished by California in response
to the Federal Enrollment Act of March 3, I863, and ·w hether the draft was
being observed in California and other Pacific states and territories. Secretary
Stanton advised Representative Schuyler, the Speaker, that the draft had not

been enforced in the Pacific states, by presidential order, for reasons of military urgency as it was not deemed feasible to withdraw men from the Pacific
Coast, after an initial 7.45 I ·were obtained. 80 The implication was clear that
the Pacific shores were not to be left undefended but required a substantial
holding force north of Mexico.
During the period of the French invasion of Mexico, I862-I867, numerous
French war vessels operated off the Pacific Coast. As the French land offensive increased in extent, the French naval units blockaded ports of A1exico on
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the Pacific posing problems of protection of United States citizens and property in Mexico. The United States Navy relied upon the Squadron of the
Pacific to patrol an area extending seaward from Alaska to Chile. As the bulle
of the United States fleet was engaged in blockade operations off the Atlantic
Coast and in the Gulf of Mexico, only six small ships could be spared by the
Navy for the Pacific Squadron. This small fleet rendered a brilliant account
of itself in the course of operations under the most trying conditions. 8 1
On April 7, r 86 5, by dispatch to General McDowell, the Mexican Consul
at San Francisco, Jose A. Godoy, protested the arrival and reception of two
men-of-war, the Victoire and the Rhine seeking repairs at Mare Island. In
moving language, Senor Godoy urged:
My object is to beg you, in the name of lVlexico, whose nationality is in danger, for
the justice which is due her, not allowing in this harbor, where the Republic reckons on
so much sympathy, the French warships to provide themselves with articles with which
they are going to continue the work of destruction which the soldiers of Napoleon
have undertaken. 8 2

General H. \iV. Halleck, Chief of Staff, by letter April 8, r865, from
vVashington directed lVIcDowell to "permit the usual courtesies to French
vessels coming into our Pacific ports." 83
On June r, r865, a great public mass meeting was held in San Francisco
to express sympathy in favor of the cause of lVIexican independence.8 ·1
The Empress Eugenie was an outspoken critic of the United States of
America and the cause of the Union during the Civil vVar. The Imperial
Consort of Napoleon III regarded the United States as a "hot bed of republicanism" and came to the conclusion which she voiced outspokenly that
"sooner or later we shall have to declare war on America." 8 5
Maximilian contemplated an empire in South America which would be
ruled by his younger brother, Archduke Ludwig Victor. Maximilian sought
to induce Ludwig Victor to visit the Americas and to contract marriage with
an available daughter of Dom Pedro, reigning Emperor of Brazil. Dom Pedro
faced the termination of his dynasty as he had no male heirs and \ovould have
welcomed a Hapsburg son-in-law and closer connections with the empires
in Europe. Maximilian envisioned the annexation of the small, unstable republics between Mexico and Brazil and an eventual huge empire-of-sorts of the
Hapsburg Dynasty in Central and South America. The grand plan came to
naught as Ludwig Victor had the instincts of a playboy and not of a ruler
and preferred the joys of Vienna to the tribulations of an emperor in the
Americas.86
Maximilian constantly intrigued to overturn or weaken the various republican governments in Central America. He sent emissaries to the small republics and with the assistance of Napoleon's diplomatic representatives strove
to create local royalist agitation against the democratic local governments.
Maximilian sought to link to his Mexican Empire, a great area of influence
which wou ld extend from Northern lVIexico southward beyond the Isthmus
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of Panama. In these aspirations, J\ilaximilian ran into conflict with the diplomatic representatives of the United States of America who whole-heartedly
supported the local republiqm governments in Guatemala, Honduras, El
Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Columbia. 8 7

V. THE INFLUENCE OF PRESIDENT ANDREW JoHNSON
"Under a fair exterior, the affairs of France were in serious disorder" 88
vVhat was the French viewpoint expressed in government sources? Baron
Jerome David, a wealthy and prominent deputy, declared before the Corps
Legislatif on June q, I866:
·
By what right and for what purpose do the United States interfere in the affairs of
Mexico? The population of Mexico is composed of Creoles, halfbreeds and Indians.
There is no kind of analogy or relation between the Mexican (Spanish-American) race
and the Anglo-American. Manners, temperament, language, religious faith- all differ:
all are in opposition and contrast. The question of race, therefor, does not apply. There
is talk of the Monroe Doctrine. Since when has a 'doctrine', enunciated in a message
addressed to the nation, taken the force of law for foreign nations? We could understand that the United States should be moved by an aggressive neighbour, or one
threatening the internal institutions of the Union; but because one nation is ruled by
the republican form it cannot be pretended that monarchical institutions should be
excluded from the New World- there can be no danger to the United States from the
Mexican monarchy? so
to

Minister of Foreign Affairs Drouyn de Lhuys wrote on January 9, I 866,
the Marquis de 1\t[ontholon, French Minister at \iVashington:

Our only object has been to claim the satisfaction to which we had a right, by resorting to coercive measures after having exhausted all others. It is known how numerous
and legitimate were the demands of French subjects. vVe took up arms in the presence
of a series of flagrant injuries, and striking denials of justice. The complaints of the
United States were certainly less numerous and less important, when they too were
induced, some years ago, to employ force against Mexico. 00
President Lincoln did not discuss Mexico in his annual message to Congress,

in December I863. Senator McDougall of California on January r I, I864,
introduced a resolution to the effect that "on or before the I 5th day of March
next ... Congress of the United States of America [is] to declare war against
the Government of France." The resolution was referred to the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations and was not reported back during the session. 01
A resolution was introduced in the House by Representative Henry W.
Davis, Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. The Committee favorably reported the resolution which was also adopted unanimously in the
House without a single dissent on April 4, I 864:
Resolved, That the Congress of the United States are unwilling by silence to leave
the nations of the world under the impression that they are indifferent spectators of the
deplorable events now transpiring in the republic of Mexico; and that they therefore
think fit to declare that it does not accord with the policy of the United States to
acknowledge any monarchical government, erected on the ruins of any republican
government in America, under the auspices of any European power.n 2
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Lincoln's last annual message December 6, I 864, merely stated: "Mexico
continues to be a theatre of civil war. \.Vhile our political relations with that
country have undergone no change, we have at the same time strictly maintained neutrality between the belligerents." 03
The Republican National Convention of I864, at Baltimore, in renominating Abraham Lincoln, adopted a resolution to the effect that American
people looked with disfavor upon the attempt of any European power to
overthrow a republican government "on the Western Continent," and that
they would view as "menacing," monarchical governments sustained by foreign military force in "near proximity to the United States." 0 '1
In January I 86 5, in the Confederate Congress at Richmond, Representative D. C. De Jarnette of Virginia introduced resolutions condemning the
ulterior designs entertained by the imperial governments of Mexico and
France against California and the Pacific States which "we do not regard as
parties to the war now waged against us." 0 5
Andrew Johnson became President of the United States on April I 5, r 865.
In his First Annual Message to Congress, December 4, I 86 5, President Johnson stated:
(In the past history of the United States) "Twice, indeed, rumors of the invasion of
America in the interest of monarchy have prevailed; twice my predecessors have had
occasion to announce the views of this nation in respect to such interference. On both
occasions the remonstrance of the United States was respected from a deep conviction
on the part of European Governments that the system of noninterference and mutual
abstinence from propagandism was the true rule for the two hemispheres. Since those
times we have advanced in wealth and power, but we retain the same purpose to leave
the nations of Europe to choose their own dynasties and form their ovvn systems of government. This consistent moderation ma y justly demand a corresponding moderation.
We should regard it as a great calamity to ourselves, to the cause of good government,
and to the peace of the world should any European power challenge the American
people, as it were, to the defense of republicanism against foreign interference.06

The language of President Johnson while vague in some degree marks a
departure from that in the last annual message of Lincoln who had stressed
that the United States "strictly maintained neutrality betvveen the belligerents." An ominous note of warning is to be detected in Johnson's reference
to Napoleon's "challenge to the American people to the defense of republicanism" against what is denounced as "foreign interference."
At the time of the elevation of Andrew Johnson as President of the United
States, the Republic of Mexico had receded for most purposes. A de facto
and a de jure empire had been established, republican institutions had disappeared, a national imperial force had been created, and at least 45 ,ooo trained
foreign volunteers were in the field. The Empire of Maximilian was recognized by eight great nations, including France, Austria, Belgium and Brazil.
All factors pointed to the continuance and the extension of this offshoot of
the Hapsburg Empire.07
As one contemporary writer at that time expressed the situation, a foreign
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empire was an accomplished fact in Mexico at the end of the Americal Civil

vVar. 08
Beginning in mid- I 86 5, United States troops were gathering in Texas and
vessels were appearing in the Gulf and along the Rio Bravo. Marshal Bazaine,
the French Commander-in-Chief, was compelled to concentrate troops in
northern Mexico and as the imperial forces moved northward, republican
resistance increased. 00
General Grant regarded an intervention by United States forces in support
of Juarez as a necessity. He characterized the entire French involvement in
Jvlexico as a "direct act of war against the United States" and to be treated
as such when our "hands were free to strike." 100
However, President Johnson did not bow to the popular demand for ·w ar
measures to be directed against France. The administration avoided provocation although the diplomatic exchanges increasingly stressed that the Maximilian government did not reflect the will of the majority of the Mexican
people and was not in accord with domestic and foreign policy of the United
States. Neutrality is no longer 111entioned. On February I2, I866, Secretary
Se·ward in a dispatch to Momholoi1 requested in no uncertain terms that a
time limit be set on French intervention in Mexico. Sevvard stated: "The
withdrawal of the French forces is deemed necessary." 1 01
On March 2, I866, in the Corps Legislatif, M. Rouher, Minister of State,
stated that French troops were soon to be withdrawn from Mexico. 102
Secretary Seward became concerned with a report that Austrian volunteers to the number of I o,ooo were being recruited for Maximilian. On May
6, I 866, American Minister Motley at Vienna directed an inquiry to Count
Jvlensdorff, Minister of Foreign Affairs, as to the role of Austrian military
volunteers.1 03 On Jvlay w, I 866, Count Jvlensdorff assured Mr. Motley that
measures were being taken to prevent the departure of any Austrian volunteers for Mexico. 104
The prevention of Austrian recruitment tipped the scales against Maximilian. If the withdrawing French troops had been replaced by Austrian
volunteers, JVlaximilian probably would have retained his throne. The withholding of all European military aid caused Maximilian's empire to crumble
and fall before republicanism.
The Second AnnuallVlessage of President Johnson on December 3, I866,
reviewed at length the "friendly arrangement made between the Emperor of
France and the President of the United States for the withdrawal from
Mexico of the French expeditionary military forces." The President
expressed the hope that France would conform with the engagement and
"thus meet the just expectations of the United States." 105
Consequent upon the withdrawal of French, Austrian and Belgian units
from Mexico by mid- I 867, the Imperial cause declined rapidly in the face of
militant republicanism. Maximilian was captured, tried by court-martial, and
executed in June I 867 .
In the Third Annual Message, December 3, I867, President Johnson who,
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with Secretary Seward, had acted to achieve the evacuation of European
troops from Mexico, stated: "The Republic of IVlexico having been relieved
from foreign intervention, is earnestly engaged in efforts to reestablish her
constitutional system of government. " 1 06
The blows to Napoleon's prestige and the great financial losses suffered by
Imperial France in the Mexican misadventure were contributing causes to
Napoleon's defeat by Bismark in I 870 in the Franco-Prussian War. Napoleon
was routed at Sedan on September I, I 87o, and Marshal Bazaine surrendered
on October 2 7 with over I 7o,ooo men. Subsequently, Bazaine was convicte?
of treason, but after several years confinement, escaped with the aid of hts
Mexican wife.1 0 7
VI. CoNcLusiON
"To none will we delay right or justice" 108
The impact of the Mexican invasion upon California was greater in several
respects than the effect of the American Civil War upon the state. The na~al
Squadron of the Pacific operated out of San Francisco to patrol the ennr.e
Pacific Coast. California troops comprised a holding force north of the Mex.tcan border. The creation by Napoleon III of an empire under Maximilia~1111
Mexico posed a threat to the peace and security of California. The termmation of hostilities in April I 86 5 permitted President Andre·w Johnson at:d
the State Department to follow a more assertive policy towards Impe.nal
France leading to evacuation of French and Austrian troops from Mextco.
During I 86 I- I 86 5, the Lincoln administration vvas compelled by circufD:stances to adhere to strict neutrality towards Mexico and France. After Apnl
I 86 5, the weight of United States resources and influence was directed t.o
the restoration of constitutional government in Mexico personified in Prestdent Juarez. On July I4, I 867, the United States Revenue-Cutter Tif!ilden'less
brought the wife and family of Juarez back to Mexico from exile in the
United States. 109
By concurrent resolution adopted without a single dissenting vote, effe~
tive March 6, I963, the Legislature of California has instructed the Califorma
Civil \Var Centennial Commission to commemorate the restoration of constitutional government in the Republic of Mexico consequent upon the withdrawal of the Imperial Forces of Napoleon III and the overthrow of the
regime of Archduke !Vlaximilian. 11 0
ExHIBIT C
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PACIFIC
San Francisco, California
His Excellency F . F. Low,
Governor of California:
March I 8, r 864.
Sir:
We are officially informed that certain !Vlexican ports on the Pacific have
been blockades by the French fleet, and I have no doubt that very soon every
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Mexican port from Acapulco to the mouth of the Colorado will be closed.
Our commerce with the States of Mexico bordering the Pacific Ocean has
been rapidly growing into importance lately, and its interruption cannot be
viewed with indifference by the people of California. The war waged by the
French Empire against a sister Republic is for conquest and empire, and if
successful will plant a foreign po,wer on our southern frontier-a power
which has given the most unmistakable evidences of its sympathy with the
rebels for the dismemberment of the United States. Again, the occupation of
Sonora and the other States of Mexico on our borders by a rapacious and
unscrupulous foreign po·w er will emperil the State of California. More than
two years since I urged upon our Government to permit me to occupy the
city of Guaymas with U. S. troops as a precautionary measure to guard
against the possibility of the rebels gaining a foothold in that country, and if
the French power is established in that country we may look for an influx
of rebels to aid them in invading this State. The present power of France is
aggressive in character; it covets California and will fraternize with rebels to
accomplish its end. Our own difficulties should not deter us from assuming a
bold stand and maintaining with unflinching firmness the doctrines so dear
to every American heart. If France is determined to pursue this aggressive
course we had better meet the issue at once. Notwithstanding our internal
war we have the men and means to rescue a sister Republic from the grasp of
a ruthless invader, and exhibit to the world the grand spectacle of a nation,
while engaged in a war for its own preservation with a million of men under
arms, that does not shrink from a contest with the aiders and abettors of her
rebel subjects. Under this state of affairs, remote as we are from the seat of
our Government, and mainly dependent upon our own resources and the
strong arms and valiant hearts of our patriotic people, it is respectfully submitted to Your Excellency whether it would not be proper to take some
measures to avert the threatened calamity.
\iVith great respect, I have the honour to be,
Your Excellency's obedient servant,

G.

WRIGHT

Brigadier-General, U . S. Army, Commanding.
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Continued from page 78
Sutter Creek finding the people ·who would be interested in establishing a class meeting
fellowship of Methodists. The records show that Norton was appointed class leader
over a little flock consisting of Abram Norton, his vvife Abigail, Lambert Littlefield,
W T Wildman (grandfather of Superior Judge Ralph McGee of Sutter Creek today),
Julia Wildman, his wife, John Elkins, Titus Evans, Mary J. Mcintire, Wm. vVhite,
Elizabeth Knuckey, and Jane Hillhouse.
.
When the church edifice was built in r862 both Abram Norton and Littlefield were
among the trustees. The records show no mention of Chase Norton, who doubtless had
returned to the family he yearned to see.
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The following article is included in this issue of the PAciFIC HISTORIAN at
the request of President Robert E . Burns.

THE BUILDERS
(Remarks made by Randolph Hutchins, a Past-Director of the California History
Foundation, at the Annual Meeting of its Board of Sponsors, Tvlarch 29, 1963)

It was Edward Gibbon who wrote in his still most famous of all historical
works that, until men learn to recognize the builders of civilization, rather
than the destroyers, and accord to them well-earned thanks that they deserve,
the affairs of men will go on about as badly in the future as they have in the
past.
For the next five minutes or so I want to talk about the Builders. Perhaps
I should say immediately that I was not assigned a topic-and moreover, that
I insist upon the right of free speech.
vVhen I was a director of the California History Foundation a few years
ago the lines had already been marked out, the stones laid in, and the mortar
poured. Dr. Rockwell Hunt did his work well. I simply tried to prevent the
elements from eroding the mortar.
Members of this board may have heard Chancellor Tully C. Knoles of this
University say with pride in and praise for the present President of the
University, "No one succeeds like a successor." -And he was right.
Now, in speaking of the Builders, my successors, I, too, am sure that no one
succeeds as well as a successor-unless it is a team of successors. Such a team
followed me as Director and Curator of the California History Foundation.
vVhen these two Builders joined the University a few years ago they were
already successful ·writers of history-of both civic and religious history.
Hardly had they arrived when they published a biography of Chancellor
Knoles. The library which I "bequeathed" to them consisted of a few hundred volumes, a good collection, but so small that most of the shelves were
bare in a room that seemed large. These Builders began to construct one of
the fevv fine libraries of Californiana and vVestern Americana. The once
nearly empty room is now filled to the limit of its capacity, not with hundreds, but literally with thousands of volumes.
Simultaneously these Builders created a significant historical journal which
has already attracted favorable attention from centers of historical interest
as far away as that of the oldest of them all-the Massachusetts Historical
Society. This Journal, of course, is the Pacific Historian.
It was the Builders, too, who have inspired and provided the motive power
for the beginning of the Jedediah Smith Society. And they have been recognized for a Life of this earliest lVIountain l\llan in California.
Our Builders were for several seasons the inimitably able managers of the
University's Missions Tour. They are generous and kindly guides because
they love people and people respond to their affection.
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These Builders erected a new home recently, but they did not cease to
build when the structure of wood and stone was completed: they continued
to build respect, love, and friendship into that home, literally making good·will into constructive human association. I refer to the Lynne·wood Conferences now held monthly in spring, summer, and autumn during a period of
more than two years. These conferences have dealt with society making
history: local and international. And their aim is always to build mankind
into their potentially better selves.
Our Builders have shown themselves to be not only writers of history, but
makers of history as well. Their friends, their community, their University
are better because the Builders are working with us.
\iVhen better building is built, R.R. and Grace will be those Builders!
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THE HISTORY CALENDAR
May 19, 1963

Twenty-second Lynnewood Conference
"Parks, Wilderness Spaces, Recreation"
by Wm. Penn Mott, Jr.
Month of May, 1963

Pioneer Museum & Haggin Galleries
Annual Exhibition, Stockton Art League
June 17- July 19, 1963

University of the Pacific- First Summer Term
June 20-23, 1963

Ninth Annual Meeting
Conference of California Historical Societies
San Francisco
Month of June, 1963

Pioneer Museum & Haggin Galleries
Paintings by Gail Cole of San Francisco
July 22-August 23, 1963

University of the Pacific-Second Summer Term

"' '--

July27,1963

Southern Oregon Conference of Historians
Southern Oregon College
Ashland, Oregon
September 9, 1963

University of the Pacific-Fall Semester Opens
September 15, 1963

Twenty-third Lynnewood Conference
"International Insanity"
by Dr. Edward W. Pohlman
September 16, 1963

Raymond College-Fall Term Opens
October 5, 1963

Jedediah Smith Society Fall Rendezvous
Pony Express Retreat, San Rafael
October 20, 1963

Twenty-fourth Lynnewood Conference

